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MUST VISIT ART GALLERYMUST VISIT ART GALLERY

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)

OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)  

CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR
ILHAM is a public art gallery committed 
to supporting the development, 
understanding and enjoyment of  
Malaysian modern and contemporary art 
within a regional and global context.

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

George Peabody Library
Formerly the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore, the 
library’s collection dates from the founding of the Peabody Institute in 1857. 
The library building opened in 1878 and was designed by Baltimore architect 
Edmund G. Lind, in collaboration with the Peabody Institute’s first provost, Dr. 
Nathaniel H. Morison. The stack room contains five tiers of ornamental cast-
iron balconies, which rise dramatically to the skylight 61 feet above the floor.

The library contains 300,000 volumes, mainly from the 19th century, with 
strengths in religion, British art, architecture, topography and history; American 
history, biography, and literature; Romance languages and literature; history of 
science; and geography, exploration and travel. The five-tier George Peabody 
Library  is considered so beautiful that sometimes weddings are held in its Neo-
Greco atrium. It was also funded by American financier and philanthropist 
George Peabody. 

artsandculture.google.com/story/hAUB7xhL5zT9rg

Grand Canyon
Fans of national parks should put the Grand 
Canyon on their travel bucket list. Big and 
beautiful, the Unesco World Heritage Site 
has some of the most magnificent vistas in 
the world. It is also home to a big range 
of flora and fauna, with the most famous 
animal here being the rare California 
Condor. On this tour, you will visit 
archaeological sites that lay mostly hidden 
for centuries. Archaeologists excavated 
the sites, exposing them for a few days 
or weeks during which time these images 
were taken. Immediately after excavation, 
the sites were reburied to protect them 
from further damage from exposure to 
the elements and possible damage from 
visitation. This tour is now the only way 
to experience these places where people 
once lived. Check out interactive 360° 
photos that show archaeologists at work, 
along with their tools.

nps.gov/features/grca/001/archeology

Virtual Tours

The Sistine 
Chapel
Hosted by the Musei 
Vaticani, everyone is 
able to go on a brilliant 
virtual experience, from 
Raphael’s Rooms to the 
Sistine Chapel. If you 
have a VR headset, you 
can get an even closer 
experience, as the tour is 
compatible with WebVR. 
You will feel like you’re 
actually there. 

museivaticani.va/
content/museivaticani/
en/collezioni/musei/
cappella-sistina/tour-
virtuale.html 

National Marine 
Sanctuaries 

Immerse yourself in the ocean and 
national marine sanctuaries without 
getting wet! These virtual reality voyages 
use 360-degree images to highlight the 
amazing habitats, animals and cultural 
resources you can find in each national 
marine sanctuary.

sanctuaries.noaa.gov/vr/

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



MUST VISIT MUSEUM

SASANA KIJANG  GALLERY

BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating display of the Central Bank of 
Malaysia’s art collection. Selected paintings, prints, drawings and 
sculptures which chart the nation’s milestones and highlight the Central 
Bank’s support for the arts include works by early masters such as 
Hossein Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank Negara Malaysia 
Museum and Art Gallery is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from 
the lobby and links every floor. This structure is the inspiration for 
the main graphic icon. The icon is actively applied and prevalent 
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery’s 
communications material.

SASANA KIJANG, 2 JALAN DATO’ ONN, 
50480 KUALA LUMPUR

EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY (FREE ADMISSION)

OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

Hubble Space 
Telescope’s 
Control Centre
Take a 360-degree, virtual tour of 
the Hubble Space Telescope’s home 
for mission operations, the Space 
Telescope Operations Control Center 
(STOCC) at NASA’s Goddard Space 
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. 
Begin in the lobby to learn about the 
orbiting spacecraft. Visit the Mission 
Operations Room, where the flight 
operators command and monitor 
Hubble. Step into the Operations 
Support Room, where the flight team 
investigates spacecraft anomalies 
and verifies new procedures. Then 
explore the exhibit hallway to view 
hardware that once flew in space 
aboard Hubble as well as tools 
that astronauts used to repair and 
upgrade the observatory.

nasa.gov/content/goddard/hubble-
360-degree-virtual-tour

Disneyland

Allow your inner child to let loose and 
experience the happiest place on earth, 
all within the comfort of your couch. Using 
state-of-the-art technology, this innovative, 
interactive tour lets you see everything 
there is to do in Orlando, including the 
world-famous theme parks and attractions, 
top hotels, dining and shopping hotspots, 
entertainment districts, and much more. 
Explore virtual thrills like riding the tallest 
roller coaster, zip-lining over alligators or 
experiencing what it’s like to stand on Main 
Street in front of Cinderella Castle.

visitorlando.com/en/things-to-do/virtual-
tours/walt-disney-world-resort

MPOPlaysOn @MPO TV
The MPOPlaysOn online series premiered last September with Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 on its MPO TV Youtube 

channel. The MPOPlaysOn campaign is an initiative to provide high-quality orchestral performances to the public 
digitally during the pandemic.

It is a continuation of digitalisation efforts by Dewan Filharmonik Petronas (DFP) and the MPO which started last 
April with MPO at Home. This was a digital campaign comprising a series of short videos featuring the MPO and the 

Malaysian Philharmonic Youth Orchestra (MPYO) musicians performing virtually from their homes.

Explore the Great Pyramid of Giza, 
Colosseum to the Kiyomizu-dera Temple

Through the beauty of Google Arts and Culture, users from all over the world are 
able to explore various destinations, such as the Great Pyramid of Giza to the 
mighty Collosseum and stunning Kiyomizu-dera Temple in Japan — all through a 
click of a button. 

artsandculture.google.com/
project/street-view 

Virtual Concerts 
and Shows

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITYENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY



THE SUICIDE SQUAD 
AUG 6

Welcome to hell — a.k.a. Belle Reve, the prison with the highest 
mortality rate in the US of A. Where the worst Super-Villains are 
kept and where they will do anything to get out—even join the super-
secret, super-shady Task Force X. Today’s do-or-die assignment? 
Assemble a collection of cons, including Bloodsport, Peacemaker, 
Captain Boomerang, Ratcatcher 2, Savant, King Shark, Blackguard, 
Javelin and everyone’s favourite psycho, Harley Quinn. Then arm 
them heavily and drop them (literally) on the remote, enemy-infused 
island of Corto Maltese. Trekking through a jungle teeming with 
militant adversaries and guerrilla forces at every turn, the Squad is 
on a search-and-destroy mission with only Colonel Rick Flag on the 
ground to make them behave...and Amanda Waller’s government 
techies in their ears, tracking their every movement. And as always, 
one wrong move and they’re dead (whether at the hands of their 
opponents, a teammate, or Waller herself). If anyone’s laying down 
bets, the smart money is against them—all of them.

Genre: Adventure / Comedy / Action
Cast: Margot Robbie, Idris Elba, John Cena, Joel Kinnaman, 
Jai Courtney. 

THE GREEN KNIGHT
AUG 6

An epic fantasy adventure based on the timeless Arthurian legend, 
THE GREEN KNIGHT tells the story of Sir Gawain (Dev Patel), King 
Arthur’s reckless and headstrong nephew, who embarks on a daring 
quest to confront the eponymous Green Knight, a gigantic emerald-
skinned stranger and tester of men. Gawain contends with ghosts, 
giants, thievess and schemers in what becomes a deeper journey to 
define his character and prove his worth in the eyes of his family and 
kingdom by facing the ultimate challenger. From visionary filmmaker 
David Lowery comes a fresh and bold spin on a classic tale from the 
knights of the round table.

Genre: Fantasy / Adventure
Cast: Dev Patel, Alicia Vikander, Joel Edgerton, Sarita Choudary, 
Sean Harris, Katie Dickie. 

RESPECT
AUG 13 

Following the rise of Aretha Franklin’s career from a child singing in 
her father’s church’s choir to international superstardom, RESPECT 
is the remarkable true story of the music icon’s journey to find her 
voice. With fame comes ups and downs, including the awards, 
tours, exhaustion, and relationship trouble that made Aretha into 
a global sensation. In RESPECT, Aretha’s personal life meets her 
professional career as she navigates superstardom and the desire to 
be treated with dignity and respect. Jennifer Hudson stars as Aretha 
Franklin in a biopic that will have audiences dancing in their seats 
with Franklin’s most famous tunes making an appearance in the 
soundtrack.

Genre: Biography / Music / Drama
Cast: Jennifer Hudson, Forest Whitaker, Marlon Wayans, Audra 
McDonald, Marc Maron. 

CANDYMAN
AUG 27

This film is a “spiritual sequel” to the 1992 horror film, Candyman. For 
as long as residents can remember, the housing projects of Chicago’s 
Cabrini Green neighbourhood were terrorised by a word-of-mouth 
ghost story about a supernatural killer with a hook for a hand, easily 
summoned by those daring to repeat his name five times into a mirror. 
In present day, a decade after the last of the Cabrini towers were 
torn down, visual artist Anthony McCoy and his girlfriend, gallery 
director Brianna Cartwright, move into a luxury loft condo in Cabrini, 
now gentrified beyond recognition and inhabited by upwardly mobile 
millennials. With Anthony’s painting career on the brink of stalling, 
a chance encounter with a Cabrini Green old-timer exposes Anthony 
to the tragically horrific nature of the true story behind Candyman. 
Anxious to maintain his status in the Chicago art world, Anthony 
begins to explore these macabre details in his studio as fresh grist 
for paintings, unknowingly opening a door to a complex past that 
unravels his own sanity and unleashes a terrifyingly wave of violence 
that puts him on a collision course with destiny.

Genre: Horror 
Cast: Yahya Abdul-Mateen II, Teyonah Parris, Nathan Stewart-
Jarrett, Colman Domingo.

MOVIE REEL AUGUST 2021
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BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN
PICTURE COURTESY OF PNB MERDEKA VENTURES SDN. BHD

Merdeka 118 —
A New Icon in Kuala Lumpur

If you’re a KL-ite, you’ve probably passed by the Merdeka 118 
tower, centred at the heart of the city, on the site of the former 
Merdeka Park. Towering at 118 storeys with a completed height 
of 644 meters, it is the tallest building in Malaysia and will rank 
the second tallest in the world, after the Burj Khalifa upon 
completion. PNB Merdeka Ventures Sdn. Berhad (PMVSB), the 
builder and owner of the Merdeka 118 development is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB), one of 
Malaysia’s leading investment firms. This development ranks in a 
league of ambitious, new engineering wonders that are bigger and 

more advanced than anything constructed before. 

A BEACON OF 
HISTORY AND 

MODERNISATION
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LOCATION
The Merdeka 118 tower sits adjacent to two national heritage 
sites, Stadium Merdeka and Stadium Negara, which feeds 
into its official name. The design of the building is inspired by 
the silhouette of Tunku Abdul Rahman’s, Malaysia’s first Prime 
Minister’s iconic hand-raise while chanting ‘Merdeka’ seven 
times back in Aug 31, 1957, when he declared the nation’s 
independence in Stadium Merdeka. Overlooking Stadium 
Merdeka, the tower symbolises the union of the historic and 
contemporary. It will be the new focal point in the distinctive 
skyline of Malaysia’s capital city.
 

CONSERVATION EFFORTS
There was a misconception that Stadium Merdeka and Stadium 
Negara were demolished to make way for the Merdeka 118 
development. On the contrary, PNB has in fact conserved 
the two historic landmarks and is committed to ensuring this 
site is preserved for future generations. Therefore, meticulous 
conservation efforts have been carried out, earning Stadium 
Merdeka the UNESCO Award of Excellence for Culture Heritage 
Conservation Programme in 2008. 

As the custodian of Stadium Merdeka, its main preservation 
efforts have been the restoration of Stadium Merdeka to its 
former state in 1957. PNB has collaborated with Badan Warisan 
Malaysia and Jabatan Warisan Negara (JWN) to ensure that 
stadium is restored and improved without compromising on its 
conservation whilst retaining its authenticity.

Stadium Negara is being studied closely so that it can be revived 
as Malaysia’s first indoor stadium into a world-class venue for 
indoor sports/entertainment events and concerts in the near 
future.

Stadium Negara

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
Diving into the makeup of this stunning tower, 189,672 cubic 
metres of concrete interwoven with over 36,000 tonnes of 
structural steel make up its intricate, geometric structure. At the 
tower’s base, sits a showpiece0721 office lobby. Inside, a steel 
and glass atrium rising 171 metres high. Outside, approximately 
18,000 panes of glass cover its crystalline façade. There are 
8.4 kilometres of LED lights running along the diamond edge 
of the tower’s exterior, illuminating the skyline – a revolutionary 
skyscraper. The Merdeka 118  tower’s multi-faceted façade 
resembles different cuts of a diamond, representing the diversity 
of the people in Malaysia. 
 
The design behind this stunning building is Fender Katsalidis 
(FKA), a Melbourne-based architectural firm. It is best known 
as the brains behind Eureka Tower — the tallest building in 
Melbourne. RSP Architects is the Malaysian architect firm 
working alongside FKA. 
 
In view of Malaysia’s commitment to having sustainable 
buildings, the tower aspires to be a model for workplace safety 
and sustainability. The Merdeka 118 tower is pursuing a rigorous 
environmental program and is seeking triple green platinum 
sustainability accreditations under the U.S. Green Building 
Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in Environmental Engineering 
Design (LEED), the Malaysian Green Building Index, and the 
Malaysian GreenRE certifications. It will become the first building 
to work towards achieving  triple green platinum certifications in 
Malaysia. 

SAFETY TAKEN TO NEW HEIGHTS
Accounting for almost a quarter of the tower’s height is the 
intrinsically slender spire which is subjected to vibration due to 
wind load. To minimise the vibration, a 3D space truss framing 
has been employed and its wind load distribution has been 
ascertained by state-of-the-art aeroelastic wind tunnel testing. The 
Advanced Technology and Research team also conducted an in-
depth fatigue assessment of the spire and related connections to 
ensure the spire structures can withstand accumulated damage 
from day-to-day wind events during its design lifetime.
 

Stadium Merdeka

Merdeka Boulevard at 118

Artist impression of the completed Merdeka 118 Tower gracing the KL skyline

Precinct Diagram Merdeka 118 Office and Park Hyatt Kuala Lumpur Drop-off
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ITS OFFERINGS
Merdeka 118 will feature 83 floors of premium office 
space, while the Park Hyatt Kuala Lumpur luxury hotel will 
occupy the top 17 floors of this tower, with approximately 
252 guestrooms and suites that are designed to embrace 
the unparalleled views of the city skyline. The hotel will also 
offer approximately 1,850 square metres of meeting space 
for conferences, events and the likes. Another outstanding 
feature is ‘The View at 118’, which will be Southeast Asia’s 
highest observation deck occupying Level 115 and Level 
116M of the tower. Visitors will be able to reach the said 
deck in a glass-panelled elevator shuttling visitors up to the 
top in 65 seconds. It will be an inimitable experience. 
 
The entire precinct will be completed in three phases. The first 
and second being the Merdeka 118 tower, the retail mall, 
the linear park and surrounding infrastructure, estimated to 
be completed in Q3 of 2022, while the final phase (the three 
residential towers encircling the Merdeka 118 tower) will 
be completed in 2025/2026. The Merdeka 118 precinct 
is seamlessly connected via Kuala Lumpur’s public transit 
network such as the Plaza Rakyat and Hang Tuah LRT, Plaza 
Rakyat and Maharajalela monorail and Merdeka MRT 
station. The retail mall will offer exciting retail opportunities 
with approximately 1 million sq. ft. of retail space. As a 
whole, the Merdeka 118 development is one of the largest 
projects undertaken in Malaysia.
 

THE CHALLENGES
The construction of this impressive skyscraper started steadily 
with the tower being 42% percent completed by October 2019 
and was well underway to reach its completion target in 2020. 
That was, of course, until the world was struck by the COVID-19 
pandemic. Everyone was confined to their homes and every 
industry including construction was impacted in unprecedented 
ways. The government mandated a Movement Control Order 
(MCO) and instructed the construction of the Merdeka 118 
construction works to stop on March 18, 2020, when the building 
had reached 111 floors. But any fears of lengthy delays were 
lifted as work resumed on May 13, 2020. The work started under 
strict guidelines including temperature screening of workers and 
social distancing practice on site. In early August of 2020, the 
tower’s concrete core topped out at 118 floors surpassing Vincom 
Landmark 81, which is the tallest building in Southeast Asia. 
Work on the façade continued, reaching level 108 by July 2021. 
The tower is now 81% completed with the spire expected to be 
installed by the end of 2021. Given the current global pandemic 
and economic situation, there are challenging times ahead. The 
President and Group Chief Executive of PNB, Ahmad Zulqarnain 
Onn, claims that the company is in advanced negotiations with 
potential tenants and will continue to seek investors. 

Look at 118

Observation Deck 

Observation Deck - Seating Area Level 118 - 24 June 2021Level 23 - 1 June 2018

Main tower piling work - 16 August 2016
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Symbols of National Identity

Malaysia, along with its buildings, structures and architecture are laden with history — a 
marker of the country’s character and cultural identity. After all, they are landmarks and 
structures that have borne witness to key historical events or hold a special purpose for 
its citizens. In the spirit of Merdeka, we discover the history behind five of Malaysia’s 

important structures and buildings.

MALAYSIA’S HISTORICAL 
STRUCTURES

#2 MASJID NEGARA

The construction of Masjid Negara or the National Mosque 
began in 1963, and its doors opened to the public in 1965. 
The mastermind behind the design of the mosque was a three-
person team from JKR, comprising Scottish architect Howard 
Ashley, and Malaysians Hisham Albakri and Baharuddin 
Kassim. The roof of the mosque was a contemporary design 
of its time, straying away from the norm of the dome design. 
The significance behind the design of the roof acts as an 
umbrella, that provides shelter. It was also mentioned that the 
design contributes to good acoustics for prayers. While there 
was much debate on the location of the national mosque, 
then Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman asserted on the 
current location, with the reason that it is close to the train 
station and accessible for weary travellers who seek refuge. 

#3 STADIUM MERDEKA

As its epithet indicates, Stadium Merdeka was built to mark 
Malaya’s independence from the British. The stadium opened 
its doors just a month before the Merdeka festivities and the 
historical moment where the voice of Tunku Abdul Rahman 
declaring ‘Merdeka’ seven times echoed throughout the 
space.
The stadium was designed by then director of JKR, Tan Sri 
Dato’ Stanley Jewkes, an American architect, and close 
friend of Tunku.  With the strong notion that sport was a good 
agent in uniting the people, Tunku gave special emphasis on 
this project. Working on a tight budget, Jewkes had to be 
innovative in his design to keep the project going. 

Stadium Negara was also planned to be a convention centre 
and concert hall apart from its function as an indoor sports 
hall. Thus, its technical requirements were quite stringent – 
attention was paid to flexible space planning, indoor comfort 
and lighting. 

#1 TUGU NEGARA

As mentioned in our history books, the Tugu Negara was 
established in memory of the 11,000 fallen Malayan heroes 
who lost their lives during the 12-year Malayan Emergency. 
The monument was produced by Austrian-born, American 
sculptor, Felix de Weldon, who also created the Marine 
Corps War Memorial – which was the inspiration for the 
Tugu Negara. It was commissioned in 1963 and unveiled 
in 1966.

Fun Fact: Our National Monument was originally a non-
figurative sculpture but was changed when Tunku Abdul 
Rahman paid a visit to the Washington Marine Corps War 

#5 SUBANG AIRPORT

Preceding KLIA, Subang International Airport was the avant 
garde airport where all international travels took place. It 
was inaugurated in 1965 and boasted the longest runway in 
Southeast Asia at the time. Its moniker was changed to Sultan 
Aziz Shah Airport in 1996 and was also the first public 
project commissioned to a private architectural firm, Booty 
Edwards & Partners.

#4 PARLIAMENT HOUSE

The Malaysian Parliament Building, was inaugurated in 
November 1963 and designed by Ivor Shipley, a British 
architect who was working in the Public Works Department 
(JKR). The building’s premises was formerly known as 
West Folly Hill.  Shipley’s original interior design saw the 
incorporation of landscaped courtyards with water bodies in 
order to provide the building with a natural cooling system. 
These features were stripped gradually over time. Though the 
‘Bangunan Parlimen’ had undergone several refurbishments 
over time, some original aspects such as the terrazzo and 
timber staircases have been conserved till today.

Fun Fact: A mural by the late, revered artist, Datuk Chuah 
Thean Teng was in the works to be installed behind the 
Speaker’s rostrum. 
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Srikumar Rao, the author of ‘Happiness at Work’ mentioned in his book that in order to attain a sense of 
happiness at work, one doesn’t need to earn more money or pursue the dream of owning one’s own bakery 
or becoming a wine sommelier. According to him, what’s standing between us and happiness is basically 

our belief that we are prisoners of circumstances, powerless before things that happen to us. We are actually 
equipped to create our own experiences, so based on his recommendations, we have drawn up 10 steps to find 

happiness at your workplace. 

# AVOID GOOD OR BAD LABELS
In Rao’s book, he mentioned that we 
shouldn’t beat ourselves up when 
something bad or mistakes happen. Just 
be aware of the mistakes made without 
surrendering our calmness. 

# PRACTISE EXTREME RESILIENCE
Rao defines "extreme resilience" as the 
ability to recover fast from adversity. We 
spend too much time blaming others, 
going on guilt trips and making excuses. 
Being resilient means recovering from 
whatever adversity, dusting it off and 
moving on to do great things. 

# LET GO OF GRUDGES
Holding grudges is common and it’s 
natural for our ego. However, in Rao’s 
book, the key to finding peace and 
happiness at the workplace is letting go 
of grudges. Make a conscious effort to let 
go of the past. We know it’s easier said 
than done but with practice, we can get 
a hang of it. 

# DON’T WASTE TIME BEING JEALOUS
We have all been in that situation where 
we’re jealous of a colleague’s promotion 
or increment. "When you're jealous 
you're saying that the universe is limited 
and there's not enough success in it for 
me," says Rao. "Instead, be happy, 
because whatever happened to him will 
happen to you in your current job or at 
another company."

# FIND YOUR PASSION IN YOU, NOT 
YOUR JOB
Fantasising about a dream job that pays 
you well and allows you some freedom 
while having likeable colleagues and 
a conducive work environment is the 
dream. Rao warns against searching for 
that perfect position, or even believing 
that it exists. Instead, he advocates 
changing how you think about your 
current situation. For example, instead 
of thinking of yourself as a human 
resource manager at a bank, identify 
yourself as someone who helps other 
bank employees provide for their 
families, take advantage of their benefits 
and save for the future.

# PICTURE YOURSELF 10 YEARS AGO 
AND 10 YEARS FROM NOW
"Most problems that kept you awake 
ten years ago have disappeared," says 
Rao. "Much of what troubles you today 
will also vanish. Realising this truth will 
help you gain perspective."

# BANISH THE IF/THEN MODEL OF 
HAPPINESS
Rao says that many of us rely on a 
flawed "if/then" model for happiness. 
For example, if we became a CEO, then 
we'll be happy, if we make a six-figure 
salary, then we'll be happy. "There is 
nothing that you have to get, do or be in 
order to be happy," he writes.

# INVEST IN THE PROCESS, NOT THE 
OUTCOME
"Outcomes are totally beyond your 
control," Rao says. Paying too much 
focus on what you hope to achieve is 
setting yourself up for disappointment. 
Instead, focus on the process or how you 
intend to achieve those goals.  

# THINK ABOUT OTHERS
Even in corporate America, where so 
much of work is every man for himself 
or herself, Rao advocates inhabiting an 
"other-centred universe." If the nice guy 
gets passed over for a promotion, he may 
still succeed in less tangible ways. "He 
may rise later in the shootout," Rao says. 
"I'm challenging the assumption that 
you need to be a dog-eat-dog person to 
survive in a corporate environment."

# SWAP MULTITASKING FOR 
MINDFULNESS
We can honestly say that we are 
multitaskers but according to Rao, it 
hinders happiness.  "Multitasking simply 
means that you do many things badly 
and take much more time at it," he writes. 
Pay your entire attention to working 
on tasks for 20-minute intervals and 
gradually increase to two-hour spans. 
Our hand phones are a major source of 
distraction, so turn it off and focus on the 
task at hand and in time, we will be able 
to accomplish much more and with less 
effort.
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FINDING HAPPINESS IN 
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Cata
Restaurant

Inspired by the inter-dimensional 
crossroads where intrepid travellers 
gather, Knowhere Bangsar is a portal to 
distant realms. This resto bar serves up 
a confluence of global cuisine and local 
flavours as well as artisanal cocktails. 
The interior of the restaurant is alluring 
with fairy lights overhead and a mural 
of keyholes acting as a doorway to 
faraway lands, setting you up for an out-
of-this-world dining experience.

There’s something to suit every palate at 
Knowhere. East-meets-West is evident in 
the Percik-fied Ayam — a pizza featuring 
roasted chicken and mozzarella on 
masak lemak base for an added oomph. 
This is a love affair of local and Italian 
flavours that just work. The Wondrous 
Fish Biryani, one of Knowhere’s latest 
additions to the menu is robust with 
flavours and spices — a perfect pick-me-
up after slaving at work. The biryani is 
infused with saffron, mixed with sautéed 

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Knowhere Bangsar raisins and cashew in ghee and 
accompanied with apple mint raita. 
You won’t be sorry. 

For something light yet packed with 
piquancy, Rendang ber-Bao would do 
the trick. This amazingly slow-braised, 
pulled chicken is bathed in an aromatic 
rendang gravy with onions and chilies, 
certified to make you drool. It is paired 
with crispy fried lotus and honey 
mustard for a play of texture. Then 
there’s the Chicken Lemak Podeh, a 
Malaysian dish that’s both satiating and 
sinful. Expect crispy chicken cooked 
masak lemak cili api style, served with 
seasoned butter rice. Creamy, spicy 
and ayam perfect!

Knowhere Bangsar *Asian cuisine
*Casual dining (Pork-free)
 50, Jalan Maarof, Bangsar,
59100 Kuala Lumpur.

The aesthetics of Cata’s storefront is an 
indication of what lies inside. Crossing its 
threshold, a collection of antiques, mosaic tiles, 
unique yesteryear lamps, reconditioned wood 
and steel make up the interior of Cata. Here, 
one discovers a good range of hot and cold 
artisanal tapas, alongside heartier dishes, all 
bursting with Mediterranean élan. Cata is a 
neighbourhood restaurant that caters to most 
dietary practices and encourages communal 
eating involving family and friends.

While this Mediterranean restaurant doles 
out delicious mains such as the Duck Confit 
served with cannellini bean stew, and roasted 

(cured salmon) is hands down our favourite 
— scrumptious and satiating. Alternatively, 
the bagel with breaded chicken schnitzel is a 
good pick for its play of textures, handful of 
greens and delicious flavours. Those who seek 
a relatively light lunch can opt for tried-and-
true classics, Egg Salad on Croissant and the 
Tuna Salad on Baguette. For the sweet tooths, 
Cata Restaurant’s pan au chocolate hits all the 
right spots.  

Cata Restaurant *Mediterranean cuisine *Casual 
dining (non-halal)
Plaza Damansara, 50-G, Jalan Medan Setia 2,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 019-242 3522

Cata’s Tuna Salad on Baguette Chicken Schnitzel Bagel

Wondrous Fish Biryani

K Fry Urban Korean (slang for Korean fried 
chicken) is a home-grown Korean brand that 
specialises in authentic Korean fried chicken 
and hearty Korean food with an urban twist. 
From creating authentic Korean flavours, 
insisting on the freshest and best ingredients 
and delivering service akin to welcoming a 
dear friend to our home, honesty is a serious 
principle placed in the K Fry DNA. The brand 
aspires to improve the food and beverage 
landscape in Malaysia by raising the bar for 
food quality and service excellence, creating 
lasting, meaningful experiences that would 
stand the test of time.

K Fry’s bestseller is undoubtedly the K’razy 
Spicy Cheesy Fried Chicken Bumbuk which 
sees juicy boneless fried chicken smothered 
in Korean spicy yangyeom (sweet and spicy) 
sauce combined with the indulgent and savoury 
mozzarella cheese. The Kimgaru Bokkeumbap 
is next, featuring seaweed garlic fried rice 
served on a bed of runny egg river with K’rispy 
Korean fried chicken with a cheesy centre. For 
a bowlful of hearty goodness, you can’t do 
wrong with the Anchovies and Tuna Rice Balls 
— another signature dish. This dish comprises 
a mixture of Korean short-grain rice and black 

Rata
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sweet rice tossed 
in sesame oil and 
served together 
with fried anchovies, 
tuna in mayonnaise, 
Korean seaweed and 
flying fish roe. 

Rainy Malaysian days call 
for dishes like the Bulgogi 
JeonGol — a traditional Korean 
stew cooked in a hot pot with 
marinated bulgogi New Zealand 
beef or chicken, served with 
fresh vegetables and a variety 
of mushrooms. Alternatively, 
the Budae Jigae is equally 
scrumptious. It’s a classic Korean 
army stew in a pot with grilled 
chicken, ham, sausage, chicken, 
luncheon meat, baked beans, lots 
of cheddar cheese and noodles. 

K Fry Urban Korean *Korean cuisine 
*Causal dining (Pork-free)
LCC 02 Level Concourse Suria Kuala Lumpur 
City Center, 50088 Kuala Lumpur.
https://www.kfry.my/order-online/ 

the Caribbean with Rata’s rendition of the 
Jerk Chicken, served with Caribbean rice, 
homemade peri peri sauce and potato salad 
tossed in Japanese aioli. This dish brims with 
lively zest and lovely vigour brought together 
by a dash of spice. 

For those in a vegetarian affair, the Indian 
thali is a dish for you, born during the 
inception of Rata, where a little bit of this 
and that is added to create a symphony of 
flavours. The thali comes with paneer gravy, 
grilled capsicum, flat bread, rice, raita 
and cauliflower. Another sinful option for 
vegetarians is the Pesto Conchiglie Pasta — 
a delectable dish oozing with pesto sauce, 
mushrooms and some spice for that added 
kick.

Rata *Asian fusion *Casual dining (Pork-free)
25, SS15/5A 47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 012-424 1194

Nestled in bustling Subang Jaya, Rata takes 
its name from Tanah Rata — a township in 
Cameron Highlands, from where it sources 
its vegetables. The theme of greenery and 

nature is translated to its restaurant in SS15, 
featuring a painting of plants on one wall, 

a mural of leaves on the opposite walls 
while a calming green hue bathes its 
interior. Helmed by Chef Vic who has 
a decade-long experience under his 
belt, his recent exploration of the food 
scene in Southeast Asia has birthed 
a plethora of distinct dishes that are 
flavourful. 

Expect a play of flavours at Rata. 
This is evident in the Pesto Paneer 
and Caper Relish pizza — a 

marriage of Indian cottage cheese with 
Mediterranean capers. It is a feast for 

the eyes and the palate, especially when 
paired with a bottled cocktail. Travel to 

K-Fry Jjajang Series
&
Chicken and Ham Rice Balls

Jerk Chicken

K Fry Urban Korean

radicchio, it now also offers baked delights — 
pastries and bagels. From their exceptional 
offerings, the set of five bagels that come in a 
multigrain or plain option is a great choice for 
the week. The Multigrain Bagel with Gravlax 

Cata Restaurant’s Bagels
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If Only
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Nestled in Regal House, Jalan U Thant is If Only, 
a restaurant in an unassuming location, escaping 
the clatter of hotels, restaurants and street-food 
stalls along Jalan Tun Razak. It embraces the 
quietude of its surroundings and offers solitude, 
besides brilliant fare and specialty coffee. 
Inside, wood grains, granite and distressed 
whites dominate the space, inviting a minimalist 
feel. Every nook and crevice of this eatery has 
been styled for the gram with its inspiration 
being the tropical vibe of Bali. Close your eyes 
and you could be in Bali. The playful menu sees 
a blend of local and global influences, with 
each dish carrying its own identity.

In an effort to convey a farm-to-table (albeit 

Gajaa at 8
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Behind an unassuming frontage of a bungalow 
lot along Lorong Maarof, lies Gajaa at 8. 
Gajaa, a Sanskrit word that translates to 
elephant, personifies abundance, richness, 
boldness, strength, and wisdom – the positive 
attributes this restaurant aims to showcase. 
Keralan cuisine is the inspiration here, with 
an extensive menu offering dominant use of 
coconut, fresh vegetables, imported seafood 
and Indian-sourced spices. Helmed by a chef 
who hails from Kerala, one can expect him to 
deliver an authentic gastronomic journey that 
transports you to that part of the subcontinent. 

Regarded as a very popular dish in Kerala, the 
Kanthari fish is a wonderful precedence to the 
culinary journey that lies ahead. Munificent fish 
fillets are grilled and blanketed with a creamy 
coconut sauce, exuding a tinge of spiciness, 
velvety texture and seductive flavours. It opens 
the taste buds, leaving one craving for more and 
in anticipation of what’s to come. The Prawn 
Kizhi comes highly recommended, presented in 
a banana leaf pouch, concealing all the robust, 
authentic Keralan masala and decadence. 

at home) approach, If Only introduced its 
new seasonal menu inspired by fresh harvests 
sourced from its orchard in Hulu Langat. As most 
of the produce are seasonal, the chef and team 
will curate a sharing menu based on the harvests 
of the month. Of the two seasonal menu, the 
first sees Grilled Spring Chicken — beautifully 
cooked and boasting tender consistency, it is 
paired with Isaan dipping sauce, Rice Salad 
comprising a vibrant and healthful medley 
of red rice, butterfly pea flower rice, dried 
coconut, torched ginger, crispy rice, green 
mango, pomelo, bean sprouts, lemongrass, 
dried shrimp, kaffir lime leaf, green string bean, 
edamame and cucumber served with tamarind 
dressing and finally, Durian Sticky Rice for 

dessert. This dessert comprises Musang King 
durian bubur, pandan sticky rice, crispy rice 
and coconut milk. 

If sharing platters aren’t your cup of tea, indulge 
in If Only’s Crispy Chicken Burger served in 
between a soft brioche burger bun with sweet 
potato fries on the side. Alternatively, rainy days 
call for a bowl of Braised Duck Leg Noodle — 
comfort food at its best, served with a side of 
homemade roasted chilli sauce, from its kitchen 
to you.
 
If Only *Fusion *Casual dining (pork-free)
Ground floor, Regal House, 1, Jalan U Thant, Taman 
U Thant, 55000 Kuala Lumpur.

Upon unveiling the pouch, a fragrant aroma 
teases the nostrils that subsequently send 
signals that make the mouth salivate. Calling 
for every bit of attention, this Keralan staple is 
a celebration of spices, the chef’s prowess as 
well as the piquancy of God’s own country. It is 
best relished with either rice or bread. 

The pièce de résistance was undoubtedly the 
Keralan Chicken Briyani. The waft of spice and 
everything nice danced across the room before 
making its way to the table. It came brimming 
with golden-hued rice morsels, dispensed 
in a clay pot. The Malabar-style briyani (a 
region in the western part of the peninsula of 
India, between the mountains and the sea) is 
suffused with green chilli, cinnamon, cloves, 
cardamom and peppercorns – laden with 
intrinsic goodness. The generous serving of 
rice proportionate to the chicken, qualifies for 
sharing or makes for a very indulgent meal.

Gajaa at 8 *Indian cuisine *Casual dining (Pork-free)
No. 8, Lorong Maarof, Bangsar,59000 Kuala Lumpur.

Gajaa at 8 feast fit for royalty

Crispy Chicken Burger with sweet potato fries If Only’s Seasonal Menu - Grilled Spring Chicken Braised Duck Leg Noodle
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Nourish by Kenny Hills Bakers

Eating healthy is not about size, it’s a 
lifestyle. Nourish by Kenny Hills Bakers is a 
brilliant addition to the slew of restaurants 
in Bukit Damansara, offering wholesome 
nourishment for the body and soul. Its gluten-
free kitchen, healthy meals, refined sugar-
free menu will have your body singing songs 
approval. Read on for our top picks here.

Start with the Crispy Falafels. Biting into it 
unfolded a whirlwind of fragrant spices. 
While this scrumptiousness can be savoured 
as is, we recommend dipping into the 
garlic lemon tahini to experience a different 
dimension of piquancy. The side of beef 
salad that partnered the falafel reminded us 
of Vietnamese pho — a delectable wave of 
herbs and tender beef. Next up was the all-
day brekkie that had us at first bite — the 
Golden Breakfast Benedict. This hearty and 
healthy rendition is equally indulgent as the 
classic. Instead of using an English muffin, a 
crisp quinoa-polenta spinach cake becomes 
the base while sitting atop are two poached 
eggs that are blanketed with a spicy harissa 

Mangiare 21
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The words delectable, divine and delightful 
come to mind when describing the fare at 
Mangiare 21. Mangiare, defined as eating 
or to consume in Italian, embodies its epithet 
by dolling out comfort food and classics 
including pizza and pasta. Departing from 
the hubbub of main Bangsar, this restaurant 
is located in the quiet neighbourhood of 
Lorong Kurau.

For the occasional indulgence, we 
recommend ordering from the Roast 
Chicken Deals which feature a choice of 
quarter roast chicken, half roast chicken, 
whole roast chicken for a family feast if you 

will, and the chicken and lamb combo. 
The succulent and voluptuous chicken 
comes with a side of Yorkshire pudding, 
mixed vegetables, a choice between 
mashed potatoes or nasi dagang and 
black pepper as well as mushroom sauce 
to add to the jubilant flavours.

There is rigorous attention lent to the 

quality and stark simplicity in presentation 
of the Herb Crusted Rack of Lamb. It’s 
a delicious treat that gives you a peak 
of its tender blushing meat, with an 
irresistible crunch from the herb bread 
crumbs, earthiness from the roasted 
broken potatoes, vegetable caponata and 
invigorated by the lamb au jus. Another 
satiating goodness comes in the form of 
the Tiger Prawn Aglio Olio Family Bowl 
swathed in aromatic herbs, al dente 
linguine, garlic and olive oil.

Mangiare 21 *Italian cuisine
*Casual dining (pork-free)
21, Lorong Kurau, Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.

Fried Goat Cheese Salad With apple chutney, pickled onion 
and tapenade dressing

Mangiiare’s Tiger Prawn Aglio Olio Herb Crusted Rack of Lamb

Garlic Lemon Butter Baked Trout

hollandaise and encircled with rocket salad. 
One word, glorious. 

From the mains comes the bestselling Baked 
Ocean Trout and we got a taste of why it’s 
crowned so. Marinated in a garlic lemon 
butter concoction, a beautiful fillet of ocean 
trout is baked to perfection and is served 
alongside a choice of salad (our favourite 
is the kale and avocado) and served with a 
wedge of lemon for some extra zing. Decadent 
flavours are experienced with Nourish’s Salt 
Beef and Kimchi Toastie, a seemingly humble 
and light treat. Expect layers of house-cured 
salt beef, gooey raclette and probiotic-packed 
kimchi grilled between two slices of Kenny 
Hills Bakers homemade sourdough bread. You 
won’t find a more perfect blend of salt, acid 
and heat than this toastie.

Nourish by Kenny Hills Bakers *Healthy
*Casual dining (pork-free)
No. 35, Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2011 6990
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Sushi Ryu BO All Day Dining
BY AGNES AUI BY AGNES AUI

There are a few luxuries in life, but one that I enjoy immensely 
comes in the form of an Omakase to indulge in the finest and 
freshest cuts of fish flown in from Japan. Omakase at Sushi Ryu 
was a lavish one, overloaded with truffles, foie gras and caviar. 

We started off with the Ryu signature appetiser of shima aji 
sashimi with truffle caviar, but ours were topped with extra uni 
and shaved truffles – giving it an extra explosion of flavours. 
Next came a seasonal cold appetiser of mini botan ebi bowl 
with uni and caviar in a crystal glass. Umami ensued in the 
seasonal hot dish that was an Alaskan king crab chawanmushi 
with tobiko. We had ours with extra foie gras, adding a layer of 
charred and caramelised taste to it.

Before the raw course, we split open the onsen egg atop the 
signature mini wagyu don and swirled it around the bowl. I 
scooped up just the right amount of yolkcoated rice, topped it 
with a slice of wagyu and some caviar for a heavenly mouthful. 
The sushi here was elegant and finessed. But the most memorable 
ones were a summertime isaki topped with uni, and the aburi 
botan ebi topped with foie gras and caviar – the extra toppings 
“specially for us”, as we were told by the chef.

Dessert was matcha monaka with yuzu sorbet. But before we 
left, we had to order Ryu’s signature wagyu sando from the a 
la carte menu for a taste (that comes in a vegan version with 
Beyond meat too) – now that’s a luxury I can indulge in from 
time to time.

Sushi Ryu *Japanese cuisine *omakase
Platinum Park, Persiaran KLCC, 50088 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2181 1533

Inspired by the century-old trees in the courtyard of Linc KL, Bo 
created a space that is like a graceful botanical dining club that 
has jungle-themed wall tiles, Seletti monkey lamps hanging from 
the ceiling, and a birdcage booth. As the beauty of nature is 
pretty much a part of Bo, they take their love of flora and fauna 
seriously here.

The best dish one could order at one of Bo’s round tables is the 
red snapper fish head curry, a local favourite. Bo’s version is 
rich and savoury, and spiced just right. The vegetables in the 
curry like okra and eggplant that absorbed all the flavours of the 
curry are perfect to go with plain white rice. Another local dish 
that is great for sharing is the chicken tikka masala. Chunks of 
chicken in well-balanced, mild and creamy tomato curry sauce 
would have you going for more mouthfuls with the rice.

Bo’s western-inspired menu is done right too. Meat eaters would 
find satisfaction in the tender medium rare lamb rack with 
parsley hazelnut pesto and curry yoghurt. With a wine cellar 18 
and Harriston chocolatier in the restaurant, one could pick up 
wine to go with the meal, and enjoy artisan chocolate creations 
afterwards, making a lounge dining experience. 

The crowd favourite at Bo, though, is the roast chicken from its 
rotisserie oven. Brined and air-dried for a day before slowly 
roasted in its Frenchmade Rotisol rotisserie oven, the chicken 
goes well with truffle chicken jus which adds a kick to it. And 
from the elegant deli counter, you can have your pick of two deli 
salads to go with the roast. 

BO All Day Dining *Non-halal
LINC, LOT 1-10/1-11, NO 360 THE, Jalan Tun Razak,
50400 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 012-678 0983

Truffle Sushi Wagyu Tomahawk Special
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Sofilicious

Pullman KLCC 

The COVID-29 outbreak has led to more 
and more people are working from home 
and a surge in demand for food delivery 
services. Consumers are opting for food 
delivery to treat themselves at home or in 
the office. Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara 
has answered this call by transcending 
from dine-in to an online food purchase 
platform to cater to this demand and thus 
introduce Sofilicious at https://sofilicious.

In an effort to bring indulgence through food, Pullman KLCC has launched a collection of 
menu for takeaways and delivery to provide an alternative from cooking everyday. These 
fuss-free menus can be catered to feed your entire family or if you are organising for virtual 
meetings and/or discussions. 

From its offerings, we tried the value-for-money assortment of Bento Boxes that span Chinese, 
Japanese, Korean, Thai, Western and Malay cuisine, as well as Healthy Poke Bowls. 
Available for lunch and dinner, each bento box is priced at RM28 and comes with a side of 
chilled beverage to complete the meal. From the Japanese Bento, we thoroughly enjoyed the 
Pan-Seared Salmon Fillet or Saba Shioyaki Eppan Zen which featured hot comforting bowl 
of miso soup, a side of fresh salad with goma dressing, Futomaki roll with daikon pickles, 
Chawanmushi (steamed egg), Gohan (steamed rice) and fresh fruit, packaged neatly. 

If you’re longing for some Chinese cuisine, the Fried Diced Chicken With Marmite Sauce 
from the Chinese Bento segment hits all the right notes and will leave you fulfilled. It sees fried 
diced chicken with Marmite sauce, braised beancurd with vegetables and mushroom, stir-
fried romaine lettuce with lime juice and salted fish, stir-fried broccoli with black mushroom, 
fried egg on steamed rice and fresh fruit. Those pursuing a healthy lifestyle might be inclined 
to choose the Healthy Poke Bowls among which the Zero Meat Salad Bowl stands out. It 
is an assemblage of mixed greens, Harvest Gourmet plant-based chicken cutlet, avocado, 
beetroot, quinoa, sweet corn, cucumber, arugula, mango, cherry tomatoes, pumpkin, walnut, 
sunflower seed, sesame seeds and nachos chips drizzled with citrus mayo dressing, and 
wonton chip. All menus are available daily for lunch and dinner, from 11 am to 7 pm. 
Pullman KLCC practises contactless payment via Touch ‘n Go e-Wallet to keep everyone safe.

Pullman KLCC *Fusion *Takeaway and delivery (Pork-free)
4, Jalan Conlay, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2170 8888

sofitelkldamansara.com. Sofilicious offers 
a selection of 150 affordable food and 
beverage items in the range of a la carte, 
family meals and combo sets: from soups 
to appetisers, main course, desserts, whole 
cakes, pastries, and beverages.  Customers 
can expect a wide range of cuisines from 
authentic Asian to essential Chinese and 
Western flavours.

Take the effort out of cooking and relish in 
Sofilicious’ Chinese Platter featuring herbal 
clear chicken soup with a selection of wok 
fried noodles with shrimps or seafood fried 
rice with XO sauce, sweet and sour chicken 
or buttered prawns or black pepper beef or 
cherry wood roasted duck, wok-fried Hong 
Kong kai lan with oyster sauce OR braised 
tofu with vegetables and mushrooms and 
seal the meal with a dessert of the day. This 
set comes with condiments including pickled 
chilli, chilli sauce, soy sauce and pickled 
pumpkin. 

Options are aplenty from the Western a la 
carte segment, with the likes of Caprese 
Salad, Smoked Turkey Pizza, Creamy 
Potato Gnocchi, Australian Lamb Canneloni 
and more. Be sure to complete your meal 
by ordering some dessert or pastries for 
tea time. Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara 
is a certified Accor ALLSAFE hotel where 
standard operating procedures of Covid-19 
is always maintained in its food preparation 
and handling right through to its delivery 
with clean, safe, and hygienic practices.   
Sofilicious is available daily from 8am to 8pm 
during Full Movement Control Order and will 
readjust its operational time according to the 
government’s protocol.

No 6, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur.
https://sofilicious.sofitelkldamansara.com

Chinese Set 

Pullman KLCC’s Bento Boxes
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Spargo Eats

Fresca Mexican
Kitchen and Bar

Eating healthy in the Klang Valley is progressively easier, thanks 
to additions like Spargo Eats — the purveyor of simple, accessible 
healthy food. It is on a mission to create healthier communities by 
connecting people to real food, with its tagline being, ‘From Farm 
to Fork’. Part of the appeal of this eatery is its focus on building a 
transparent supply network by sourcing from credible farmers and 
partners it trusts. This in turn, ensures food grown locally reaches 
tables at lower prices and is of high quality.

The menu at Spargo Eats revolves around healthful, fresh, 
comforting bowls. From the warm bowls segment, the Asian 
Pesto Pasta is made to order, with whole wheat basil pasta as 
its base, lemongrass chicken thigh, sun-dried cherry tomatoes, 
shimeji mushrooms, charred broccoli and garnished with a 
sprinkle of sunflower seeds. Another wholesome goodness comes 
in the form of the Salted Egg Chicken, featuring fragrant brown 
rice, signature rosemary chicken thigh, shimeji mushrooms, and 
complemented by charred broccoli, sun-dried tomatoes and the 
piece de resistance — salted egg yolk sauce.

Vegan options are aplenty at Spargo Eats, our favourite being 
The Earth Bowl. Expect a bed of fragrant brown rice with teriyaki 
tofu, spicy peanut tempeh for that extra kick, shimeji mushrooms, 
charred sweet corn and sun-dried cherry tomatoes paired with 
soy-lime-cilantro sauce to unify the flavours. From the salads 
segment, the Phuture Pad Kra Pow spoke to us. It comprises a 
delightful medley of freshly harvested futureX farm lettuce mix 
served with Phuture (local start up purveying plant-based meat) 
pad kra pow, cherry tomatoes, carrots, purple cabbage, roasted 
sesame and peanuts, and paired perfectly with Hellman’s roasted 
sesame dressing — a visual and palatable treat. 

Spargo Eats *Healthy *Casual dining (Pork-free)
Ground Floor, Sunway FutureX Farm, 47810 Petaling Jaya, Selangor. 
Tel: 016 4473448

With a moniker that means fresh or cool, Fresca Mexican Kitchen and 
Bar is the purveyor of classic Mexican cuisine in Kuala Lumpur. This 
kitchen and bar is the brainchild of two siblings who fell in love with 
Mexican food and the country’s passion for la vida (life). At Fresca, 
you’ll find many aspects of a traditional taqueria (Mexican restaurant 
specialising in tacos) with a contemporary setting. Only the freshest 
ingredients are used here, from the pico de gallo and guacamole 
prepared daily to the homemade and traditional hand-pressed corn 
tortillas.

Fresca’s menu features everything you’d expect from a Mexican 
restaurant, from the small plates, tacos to traditional Mexican plates. 
The small plates are meant for sharing, with a variety of “botanas” 
(small appetiser plates) including the likes of Pico de Gallo — classic 
Mexican salsa with chunky fresh tomatoes, onions, coriander and a 
dash of chilli for some spice. What’s a Mexican restaurant without 
tacos and you can find authentic corn tortillas that are home-made 
and hand-pressed the traditional way. The Crispy Battered Chicken 
is a good choice, featuring soft flour tortillas with crispy battered 
chicken, lychee salsa for some sweetness and coleslaw. Delicious! 
Another distinct option is the Ensenada-style Fish — a classic fish taco 
that originates from Ensenada, Baja California. It sees an assemblage 
of battered fish and homemade coleslaw within a soft tortilla.

Traditional and authentic Mexican flavours continue with Fresca’s 
Traditional Mexican Plates, evident in Pollo a la Parrilla — a grilled 
chicken dish presented on a sizzling plate and marinated in their 
house special coffee marinade which is served with Mexican green 
rice. We like the Pescado a la Veracruzana too which sees pan-fried 
fish served with a colourful sauce of onions, olives and Jalapeno chilli 
pepper.This is served with white rice and mixed salad. Simply put, it 
hits all the right spots. 

Fresca @ Avenue-K *Mexican cuisine *Casual dining (Pork-free)
G9 & G9A, Ground Floor, Avenue K, Jalan Ampang 50450 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 012-678 7842

Morbites

Maria’s SteakCafe
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Ask any steak connoisseur and they will sing glowing praises for 
Maria’s SteakCafe and deservedly so. Its A-grade and wide-ranging 
steaks from Wagyu to dry-aged beef are must haves for every 
red-meat lover. Maria’s SteakCafe uses only the freshest and most 
premium ingredients when it comes to serving its culinary delights. 
And now with its latest venture, you can recreate its culinary delights 
as well as concoct your own signature dishes from the comfort of 
your home.

Maria’s Mart — the latest platform for the steakhouse is designed 
to be a one-stop solution to all your home-cooking needs, offering 
fresh and carefully selected premium ingredients like meats, fruits 
and vegetables along with recipes that even the most novice of home 
cooks will find easy to follow. They come in specially curated and 
environmentally-friendly boxes with wholesome Maria’s goodies 
that add a personal touch. All of the ingredients are pork-free for 
everyone’s enjoyment while all beef and poultry are certified halal. 
Maria’s Mart also doles out ready-to-eat frozen food packs specially 
prepared in-house, and which can be served piping hot and fresh 
in minutes — a comfort meal without breaking a sweat or the bank. 
Pumpkin soup, mushroom soup,  and lamb shank are some of the 
available frozen options. 

The Grocery Meal Box features two main courses that come with a 
side of mixed vegetables and potatoes. Customers can choose from 
a myriad of selections including Boneless Chicken Thigh,  Salmon 
Fillet, New Zealand Lamb Cutlets, Australian Black Angus Flank 
Steak (200g-220g), Australian Black Angus Striploin (200g-220g), 
Australian Wagyu MB7 Rib Eye (200g-220g)  and Japanese Wagyu 
A5 (200g-220g). The Frozen Meal Kit, suitable for six persons 
offers three portions of spaghetti, pumpkin soup, curried apple 
soup, mashed potato, lamb shank, grilled chicken, beef stew, beef 
bolognese, chicken bolognese, mushroom soup and mushroom 
sauce.

Maria’s SteakCafe *Steakhouse *Casual dining (Pork-free)
58, Jalan Maarof, Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.

Malaysia’s friendly neighbourhood burger joint Sixty Bites which 
has changed its name to Morbites has introduced tasty new 
options to get you through the lockdown and a brand-new store 
in Dataran Sunway. With the presence of several food delivery 
platforms such as Grabfood, Foodpanda and Airasia Food to 
boot, Morbites makes diving into great burgers accessible to all.

The newest addition to its mouthwatering stack of burgers 
include the Black Pepper Burger, available in both chicken 
and beef. Depending on a customer’s order, Morbites’ Black 
Pepper burgers are made of either a ribeye beef cut or chicken 
breast. Doused in in-house black pepper sauce, the patty is 
complemented with cheese, its special onion jam and fresh 
lettuce - all stacked between two soft potato buns that are 
exclusively made and only available at Morbites. For a crispy 
burger experience, the team has also concocted the Buttermilk 
Crispy Chikin that is made of a deep-fried crispy chicken patty 
slathered in in-house buttermilk sauce, alongside cheese, tomato 
and fresh lettuce, all sandwiched between its famous potato 
buns. 

Should you be more of a rice person, fret not as Morbites also 
has the perfect meal for you! The second new addition to its menu 
is the Nasi Lemak Ayam Serai Morbites, a familiar dish to all of 
us as Malaysians - served with a special twist, the Serai Chicken. 
Apart from its signature serai chicken, this dish includes fragrant 
bluepea-coloured coconut rice, a special sambal, anchovies 
and peanuts with slices of Japanese cucumber. Using only the 
most premium and freshest ingredients, Morbites’ version of nasi 
lemak is sure to tantalise the taste buds of all ages. 

Morbites *Western cuisine *Burgers (pork-free)
Pinggir Zaaba, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur.
WhatsApp: 013-741 7682 or order from makanburger.com

Bento

Spargo Eats Teriyaki Chicken Bowl

Maria’s Mart - 
Grocery Meal Box

Nasi Lemak Ayam Serai

Churros

Fresca’s homemade tacos
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HYDE at 53M
BY AGNES AUI

If you’re looking for a speakeasy bar in 
the heart of Damansara Uptown, HYDE 
at 53M is the place for you. Located right 
above The Good Batch Cafe, the space is 
casual and chill with drinks that are sure to 
tickle your taste buds.

However, since the pandemic hit, HYDE 
at 53M started curating bottled cocktails 
so that everyone can enjoy tasteful boozy 
drinks in the comfort of your own home. 
One of the popular bottled drinks is the 
barrel-aged manhattan, featuring Maker’s 
Mark red, carpano antica formula and 
angostura bitters. Aged in an American 
Oak for approximately four weeks, the 
barrel-aged manhattan can be consumed 
on-the-rocks or straight-up. 

Nevertheless, ready mixed concoctions 
are also available for order, with various 
mixtures like yuzu sour, bee’s knees, kuih 
talam and smokey chocolate. Yuzu sour 
features a lively medley of wild turkey 101 

Mantra is an upbeat and hip rooftop bar and 
lounge in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Perched 
overlooking the city skyline, it’s the perfect sun 
down spot for cocktails to unwind. Make your 
way inside the lively spot, featuring a long bar set 
in a modern-tropical inspired sanctuary of plush 
lounging with Asian touches. This transitions out 
to the bar’s alfresco dining deck and social space 
of couches, day beds and private cabanas.

If you’re unsure of what to order, take a look 
at their signature cocktail page, where a wide 
variety of Asian-inspired drinks are available. 
Try the pulau panjang, made from grey goose 
vodka, bombay sapphire gin, herradura plata 
tequila, bacardi superior rum and calamansi.  
For a pretty drink, get the butterfly pea tea, a 
concoction of blueberry jam, citadelle gin, 
peach nectar, passionfruit and lemon. 

The pisang colada is a tropical choice, with 
kraken spiced rum, coconut cream, roasted 
pineapple and fresh banana, while the blueberry 
dream is a sweet treat featuring blueberry jam, 
bacardi ron 8 anos, lemongrass, fresh lime 
and egg white foam. For something simple yet 
delicious, get the apple of Eden, which is a mix 
of woodford reserve bourbon, peach nectar, 
cranberry juice and fresh lime. You can also opt 
for the thai collins, made with bombay sapphire 
gin, lemongrass, calamansi and thai basil. 

Mantra Rooftop Bar and Lounge
Bangsar Village II, Jalan Telawi 1, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 017-344 8299

With exposed brick walls, a stunning 10-metre copper 
bar top, and a backbar of chunky steel pipes and railway 
sleepers, The Locker & Loft is a distillery-inspired bar where 
you can find cocktails with beloved local flavours.

The best-seller here is the Kelapa Rock, a concoction of 
vodka, fresh coconut water and sugar born at one of the 
co-founder’s house parties around 15 years ago. If fruity’s 
how you like your cocktails, order the Tropic Tingle, made 
by a guest who won the KL Amateur Bartender Challenge. 
The refreshing mix has chamomile-infused vodka, Cointreau, 
fresh passionfruit, ginger, lime and orange bitters. There’s 
also the must-try Jacked Up - an exotic combo of jackfruit, 
gin, mustard, lemon and honey.

Apart from cocktails, this cosy bar is also home to delicious 
food, draught beer, local brews such as tuak and Jin, its very 
own creation of tropic-based gin made with 15 botanical 
ingredients, including pomelo and ciku (sapodilla). Head 
on over for all-round good vibes and rest assured, the team 
will be following all guidelines from authorities to provide 
a safe space after the MCO. If you choose to stay home, 
however, The Locker & Loft’s bottled cocktails, spirits and 
wines can also be delivered. Message the team on Instagram 
or Facebook, order on Beep Delivery or give them a call.
 
The Locker & Loft
40A, Jalan SS 20/10, Damansara Kim, Petaling Jaya.
Tel: 03-7496 7222 / 016 354-5957

The Locker & Loft
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Mantra Rooftop 
Bar and Lounge

It’s hard to overlook Fu Luck Bar as you walk about in TREC’s Electric 
Boulevard, its large neon signage with what looks like an accidental 
electrical wire burnout and the unique Chinese atmosphere that never fails 
to allure you to sneak a peek. The local 80s ambience is apparent from 
paper doll paintings off the ceiling and mahjong filled table tops to walls 
decorated with antique Chinese plates and lamps made from abacus, 
there’s nothing more Malaysian Chinese than that. 

The Peony of Luck is a pretty sunflower yellow garnished with lemon 
peel and sprinkled dried chrysanthemum. Perfect for those who like sour 
notes, the hit of tartness is noticeable from the very first sip. But if you’re 
someone with a sweet tooth, the Hainan-Tiki with Pandan infused white 
rum and kaya jam or The Mistress made from Thomas Daikin Gin topped 
with homemade Chinese Herbal Jelly may be the whirlwind experience of 
textures and relish for you.

Try the Apollo Milo cocktail, served in a traditional Malaysian coffee cup 
adorned with two Apollo chocolate wafer sticks. Made to replicate a cup 
of Milo (chocolate malt drink), one may forget it’s alcoholic until the boozy 
touch of brandy and baileys cream hit. Though other sweet and unique 
options include their alcohol dessert Ice Kacang, elaborately decorated 
with condiments finished off with a maraschino cherry. One thing’s for 
sure, Fu Luck Bar is a place worth visiting for your next night out in the city.

Fu Luck Bar
438 Jalan Tun Razak, Electric Boulevard E-G04, 50400 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2110 6938

BY AGNES AUI

proof, apricot liqueur, fresh lemon juice and 
yuzu syrup, while bee’s knees include 
tanqueray no.ten, fresh lemon juice and 
honey syrup. 

On the other hand, the kuih talam 
features Jameson irish whiskey, 
malibu coconut rum, homemade 
pandan syrup, homemade gula 
melaka syrup and hydrated salt. 
Lastly, the intriguing smokey 
chocolate is a mix of chocolate 
infused cognac, ardbeg ten 
single malt, punt e mes, pedro 
ximenez sherry and mozart 
chocolate bitters. Enjoy these 
delightful cocktails in the safety of 
your home by ordering via the number 
stated below. 

HYDE at 53M
53M, Jalan SS 21/1a, Damansara Utama,
47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 017-680 1357

Hendrick’s Love Potion Cocktail

Cocktails

Bottled Cocktails

Fu Luck Bar
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There’s something fulfilling and incredibly satisfying about pastries. When it’s fresh off the oven, its aroma 
fills the room, uplifting moods and when you tuck into it, it exudes comfort of the highest order along with 
delicious flavours. So, this curated list of bakeries spanning the Klang Valley is for you pastry lovers to find 
some solace through croissants, pain au chocolat, kouign-amann and more during these unprecedented times.  

Pining for Pastries
Best Pastries Delivered to Your Doorstep

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

FLAKES
In an effort to bring comfort to your home, Flakes, housed in the 
food hub that is literally named The Hub purveys tasty pastries 
during the MCO period. Croissant is the star of the show here 
featuring various renditions to choose from. We suggest getting 
a Pastry Box and filling it with six varieties so you get a taste of 
everything. The Chocolate Hazelnut Croissant and the Pistachio 
Croissant are our favourites. You can also mix and match with 
a Biscoff Croffle, Lemon Pound Cake or Carrot Cake for some 
sweetness. 

B-G-06, The Hub SS2, 19 Sentral, Jalan Harapan, Seksyen 19,
46300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
flakes.beepit.com 

UNIVERSAL BAKEHOUSE
Universal Bakehouse is a former laundry shop-turned-bakery located 
in the charming neighbourhood of Damansara Kim. You can find a 
plethora of offerings on the Universal Bakehouse website, with their 
signature being the sourdough bread which is baked with a leaven that’s 
approximately 200 years old. Then, there are options such as Focaccia 
with either tomato or caramelised onions and cinnamon rolls for those 
who like savouries while the sweet tooth might gravitate towards oat and 
cinnamon cookies or the carrot and walnut cake to name a few.

21, Jalan SS20/11, Damansara Kim, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
universalbakehouse.company.site/ 

DOUDOUBAKE
It was mere word of mouth that catapulted this minimalistic, 
industrial-looking cafe to fame. Founded by Joey Mah, the 
man behind Three Little Birds Coffee and Keith Koay, Artisan 
Roastery and three-time Malaysian Barista Champion Keith 
Koay, the duo collaborated and opened the design-forward 
bakery, Dou Dou Bake. You can now pre-order pastries a 
day in advance and skip the long wait. Choose the likes of 
a Cranberry Cinnamon Roll, Butterscotch Pandan Croissant, 
Chocolate Hazelnut Babka and more for a day of indulgence. 

38, Jalan SS 4c/5, Taman Rasa Sayang,
47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
https://doudoubake.com/ 

KENNY HILLS BAKERS
A pastry delivery list wouldn’t be complete without the addition of Kenny 
Hills Bakers. Their drool-worthy luscious pastries and sweet creations are 
why there was always a beeline outside its stores. Order from any of the 
three outlets in Bukit Tunku, Ampang, Desa Park City or even Nourish by 
KHB outlet in Bukit Damansara. The signature pastries, cakes and organic 
breads are baked every morning using quality ingredients. Kenny Hills 
Bakers’ Peach Strudel is to die for, boasting light flaky consistency that 
melts in the mouth paired with sweetness from the peach. The Kouign-
Amann and Salted Egg Yolk Cruffin are equally good, pleasing any 
pastry lover. 

Lot B-2, Taman Tunku, Off, Jln Langgak Tunku, Bukit Tunku, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.
Whatsapp: 03-6206 4111

MAISON DES PAINS
As indicated by its name, Maison Des Pains is a French-inspired 
boulangerie that will fulfil a pastry lover’s dream. Operating from two 
separate outlets, Publika Shopping Gallery and Tropicana Gardens Mall, 
Maison Des Pains is carb central. The stores are aesthetically-pleasing 
with their black cabinets that hold the baked goodies. All of their pastries 
are made fresh, daily with possibilities spanning danishes, cinnamon 
rolls to garlic sticks. A must-try here is the glorious and beautiful tart 
topped with fresh fruits. Alternatively, dig into French classic pastries or 
croissants, madeleines, canelé and many more delicious bakes. Pair these 
tea time treats with some freshly brewed coffee — heaven!

UG-63A Publika Shopping Gallery, 1, Jalan Dutamas 1,
Solaris Dutamas, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.
Whatsapp: 011-6404 9380

CROISSERIE
Croisserie Artisan Bakery was established to bring the best handmade 
bread and pastries into households. Croisserie uses imported flour and 
the finest ingredients along with Respectus Panis (with respect to bread) 
techniques. Nestled in the food enclave of Damansara Heights, the 
bakery doles out a myriad of pastries that are baked on a daily basis, 
guaranteeing the freshness and authenticity of its products. There are 
plenty of options to choose from, with the bestsellers being the Croissant 
Au Beurre, Pain Au Chocolat, Paris Brest and Brioche Feuilletée Vague. 
Some of its pastries, croissants in particular, pay homage to its French 
origins, beaming with flaky texture and buttery insides.

No. 14, Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.
croisserie.com.my/store/ 
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Souffle Pancakes

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Leave it to the Japanese to take things to new heights. They have reimagined the American 
pancake into cotton clouds of deliciousness that simply melt in your mouth and dubbed soufflé 
pancake. Its appeal lies in its lighter and airier consistency. As its moniker indicates, the soufflé 

pancake is whipped up using similar methods that of a souffle where it’s springy and poofy height 
is attained by firmly beating egg whites until it peaks. Now that we’ve intrigued you, we list down 

places you can find and enjoy this sinful pleasure.

No one stacks up to you

SOFFLÉ

Sofflé is probably one of the reigning contenders in the soufflé 
pancake game, having opened an outlet in the retail haven 
that is Sunway Pyramid. Boba lovers will enjoy this place for it 
not only doles out soufflé pancake but bubble tea too! Choose 
from a myriad of flavours like the matcha and red bean or 
refreshing strawberry goodness to name a few. The pancake 
with a pillow-cloud texture is drenched with piquant earl grey 
topping and boba atop the height of indulgence. The pearls 
are cooked with brown sugar, hence the prominent caramel 
flavour that unifies the dish.

F1.55B, First Floor, No.3. Jalan PJS 11/15,
Bandar Sunway, Petaling Jaya.

SOUFFLE DESSERT CAFÉ

Granted, the Souffle Dessert Café in Puchong can be 
quite a commute but trust us when we say, you won’t be 
sorry! This rustic café checks the list of everything a soufflé 
pancake ought to be, from fluffiness to the intrinsic, savoury 
goodness it offers. You can find a beautiful selection of 
soufflé pancakes here from the classic kind, matcha red bean 
souffle to caramelised banana — something for everyone to 
enjoy. The matcha red bean soufflé features three velvety soft 
pancakes and alongside are cream, matcha ice cream and 
red bean. We highly recommend this bad boy for a weekend 
indulgence.

CS-1F-7, 1st Floor, Kompleks Kenari, Jalan Kenari 19a,

NEIGHBOUR’S COFFEE BAR

Fun fact, the Japanese refer to the soufflé pancake 
as ‘fuwa fuwa’ due to its light and fluffy texture, 
and served at wedding receptions in Japan. 
Neighbour’s Coffee Bar is another Instagrammable 
spot to indulge in some soufflé pancakes. The 
Fuwa Fuwa pancakes here come in three choices, 
between the original fuwa fuwa pancakes, 
seasonal fruits and soft serve. If you’re adopting a 
healthier lifestyle, we suggest the fuwa fuwa with 
seasonal fruits, so you get the best of both worlds; 
indulging while adhering to the daily fruit intake.

A-G-1, Seri Gembira Avenue, No 6, Jalan Senang Ria, 
Happy Garden, 58200 Kuala Lumpur.

COFFEE STAIN

What’s a perfect accompaniment 
to coffee? Coffee Stain’s soufflé 
pancake known as Soufflé Babies, 
of course. Naturally at a cafe, 
coffee is the highlight. However, 
this restaurant’s distinct rendition of 
the fuwa fuwa pancake is simple, 
nutritious while still appeasing one’s 
hankering for pancake. This dish 
is rightfully named babies for its 
mini version of the soufflé pancake, 
paired with banana and blueberries, 
and garnished with powdery icing 
sugar and wild honey for natural 
sweetness. It is as delicious as it 
sounds, the interplay of texture and 
sweetness is certainly a deal-maker. 
Alternatively, for the ultimate sweet 
treat, we’d recommend the Golden 
Boba Soufflé Pancake which is 
topped with beaming golden boba, 
paired with brown sugar cold brew 
latte with golden boba. 

D4-G3-01, Jalan Dutamas 1,
Solaris Dutamas, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.
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S o far, 80% of our staff have received 
their first dose of the vaccine against 
the Covid-19 virus with the setting 

up of a centre to administer vaccines in 
KLIA in July. This has also enabled us to 
vaccinate some 22,000 members of our 
airport community ranging from our own 
airport staff to our stakeholders such as the 
airlines and ground handlers as well as 
service providers that include our cleaning 
contractors. For our arriving passengers, 
we have tied up with BP Clinical Lab, 
which has a proven track record, to enable 
them to obtain their Covid-19 RTK and 
RT-PCR results within 15 minutes and three 
hours respectively at our newly launched 
Covid-19 screening facilities. 

Five of these facilities are located at the 
KLIA Main Terminal and three at the klia2 
terminal. For a fee, the services include the 
passenger being escorted from the arrival 
gate to the testing area in a comfortable 
lounge. The lounge’s amenities include 
computers, WiFi Internet access, portable 

WiFi rental and telecommunication SIM  
card as well as food and beverage offerings. 

Reviewing our first half performance for 
2021, our air cargo logistics sector has 
been the silver lining with our total cargo 
operations in Malaysia up 22% to 468,400 
metric tonnes compared to the same period 
last year. We had encouraging cargo 
growth from our airports in East Malaysia 
with the top five airports being Tawau, Sibu, 
Limbang, Kota Kinabalu and Kuching, driven 
mainly by higher volume of e-commerce 
transactions. 

We recently welcomed Central Airlines 
from Shenzhen, China with its thrice weekly 
flights using the Boeing 737F aircraft. Also 
known as Zhongzhou Airlines, this Chinese 
cargo airline, based in Zhengzhou Xinzheng 
International Airport, joins Kargo Xpress 
and GetJet Airlines in starting operations at 
KLIA this year to help strengthen Malaysia’s 
position as a regional cargo hub, specifically 
as an e-commerce distribution centre.

Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh
Group Chief Executive Officer (GCEO) of 

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

Moving in tandem with our Subang 
Regeneration Plan, our latest collaboration 
with Teknopark Istanbul is expected to 
bring in more aerospace innovation and 
new generation technologies such as 
robotics, data analytics, machine learning 
and artificial intelligence. Through our 
new Turkish partner, sited in the northeast 
of Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen International 
Airport that is managed by us, we hope 
to develop a cooperative framework for 
industrial and technology park development 
via the exchange of knowledge on best 
practice models.

Our immediate plan is to hold a virtual 
forum to convince Teknopark Istanbul’s 
community of over 340 Turkish aerospace 
and high-tech companies to set up their 
international hubs here. Our Subang 
Regeneration Plan is slated to grow our 
ecosystem by three times, double the 
number of global and local operators to 
more than 100 that will create and support 
a 19,000-strong high-skilled workforce. 

A corporate leader with diverse experience, he 
is harnessing the latest technological advances 
to spur Malaysia Airports to greater heights as a 
smart aviation regional hub. 

This month, Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh 
reassures that safety protocols at its network of 
airports remain heightened to curb the spread of 
Covid-19 not only for travellers but also for the 
airport community. The recent setting up of new 
Covid-19 screening facilities for passengers and a 
vaccine administration centre at KL International 
Airport (KLIA) are among its latest initiatives. 
The airport operator is upbeat about its cargo 
operations’ performance, welcoming yet another 
cargo airline into KLIA. It ties up another strategic 
foreign partnership which will bring forward 
its aspiration to make Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah 
Airport into a preferred regional aerospace and 
business aviation hub.

Airport GCEO Speaks
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The global trend for airlines to 
survive after the brutal impact on the 
Covid-19 pandemic is now focused 

more on maintaining sustainable growth 
rather than aggressive pricing. The need 
for airlines to adapt flexibly becomes even 
more imperative and it will not be a one 
size fits all solution for everyone.

While there are many airlines struggling 
due to the disruptions and travel restrictions 
caused by the Covid-19 crisis, there are 
also cases of those emerging out of their 
challenging environment that other airlines 
and its industry players can learn from. 
Among them is Singapore Airlines (SIA). 

Although the SIA group reported S$4.3 
billion net loss for the financial year ended 
31 March 2021 after the toughest year in its 
history, its new transformation programme 
is said to have made good progress in its 
first year despite headwinds from Covid-19.

Based on its current published schedules, 
the group expects its passenger capacity 
to be around 28% and 32% of pre-Covid 
levels respectively by June and July this 
year, serving about 49% of the points flown 
before the crisis.

Both the Airport Council International (ACI) 
and International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) have forecast 2021 traffic to be 
slightly better than 2020’s although It is 
still below pre-Covid-19 level. ACI expects 
passenger traffic for global and Asia Pacific 
to decline 43.6% and 35.1% respectively 
in 2021 while IATA predicts global traffic 
will fall by 57% compared to pre-Covid-19 
level. 

Sabre’s White Paper
Interestingly, over the past year, most 
airlines have published in advance “full” 
schedules similar in capacity to 2019’s 
levels, according to a new white paper 
on airline network planning by Sabre 
Corporation, a leading software and 
technology provider that powers the global 
travel industry.

Entitled The Art & Science of Airline Network 
Planning to Ramp up for Recovery, the white 
paper outlines pioneering new methodologies 
that will enable Sabre’s airline partners to 
create more holistic, accurate network plans as 
their focus shifts from short-term planning to 
long-term recovery.

Sabre Travel Solutions Chief Services 
Officer Cem Tanyel says, “From an aviation 
perspective, the latter half of 2021 is the time 
to change our outlook from crisis mode with 
a focus only on the immediate term to again 
taking on a more strategic view; analysing 
market and fleet adjustments for the seasons 
and years to come.” 

Tanyel, who heads professional services, 
service delivery, consulting and support, 
warns that it will not be easy in the current 
environment due to the difficulties caused by 
reduced passenger numbers and revenue as 
well as resulting reductions in crew for some 
airlines. 

“The data airline managers could previously 
rely on to estimate future demand beyond 
the next few weeks is no longer reliable,” he 
argues. With Sabre’s new approaches, airlines 
can now leverage on its GDS shopping data 
in conjunction with historical Global Demand 
Data and Industry capacity data to predict 
demand in a manner that works effectively 
even when prior year results become less 
representative. 

Sabre’s alternative 2021 schedules and 
demand estimations will be more reflective 
of what is likely to occur. Its white paper 
shows that airlines’ capacity reductions have 
not been as great compared to earlier in the 
pandemic, citing that while capacity was 
reduced by 21% in June 2020, the reduction 
was just 4% for April and May 2021.

The recent emergence of new Covid-19 
variants, the more transmissible Delta variant 
which has been dubbed ‘the new enemy”, has 
changed the global scenario for the pandemic. 
With more countries now tightening further 
restrictions on travellers in order to curb the 

Reshaping Airline 
Capacity for Recovery

spread of the virus, aviation’s analysis and 
consulting firm Sobie Aviation founder 
Brendan Sobie says airlines have been 
forced to relook their flight arrangements 
and consider deeper restructuring options. 

Debt restructuring of airlines
In Southeast Asia, some of their flag 
carriers, which had debts prior to 
Covid-19, saw their situation exacerbated 
and their operations reduced. This is true 
of carriers such as Philippine Airlines 
and Garuda Indonesia. The latter posted 
US$2.4 billion net loss in 2020, a figure 
highlighting the dire financial situation 
faced by the airline.

Thai Airways International, which suffered 
its worst ever net loss of US$4.7 billion 
last year, has indicated plans to cut its 
registered capital by 19% as part of a 
court approved rehabilitation to bring 
the airline back to profitability by 2025. 
It also intends to cut its workforce by half 
and have its aircraft in operation reduced 
from 102 to 82 as part of its rehab plan. 

Independent analyst Sobie says Malaysia 
Airlines Berhad has made the most 
progress in terms of its restructuring after 
going through a UK court. Its RM3.6 
billion capital injection is coming from the 
sovereign wealth fund Khazanah Nasional 
Berhad over the next five years. 

Malaysia Airlines Group Strategy Officer 
Byran Foong recalls its restructuring was 
completed after six months of intense 
action, which addressed its aircraft leasing 
cost among other things. 

“In 2020, we were looking at a recovery 
in air travel during the first half of 2021,” 
adding that Malaysia Airlines has been 
forced to push back its recovery plans by 
a year. 

With traffic movements hit by a total 
lockdown nationwide effective 1 June, 
the recent daily spike in Covid-19 cases 
in Malaysia reaching a record high of 
13,215 on 15 July and other contributing 
factors, analysts view with concern the 
recovery of air travel in Malaysia.

Foong says the flag carrier is now 
aligned with the government’s recent 
announcement of a phased recovery 
approach with interstate travel expected 
to take place in the fourth quarter of 2021 
(4Q21). “We have come out a new plan 
and revised its forecast to recover 15% to 
20% of our 2019 capacity by 4Q21 or the 
first quarter of 2022.” 

According to 2019 statistics, Malaysia 
Airlines occupies 24% market share of the 
airlines operating at the KL International 
Airport. 
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No risk of ATRs’ expiry 
The Malaysian Aviation Commission 
(Mavcom), which regulates the capacity 
in the market via the granting of air traffic 
rights for both domestic and international 
routes in the country, recently announced 
it will continue to ease the condition which 
automatically revokes unused Air Traffic 
Rights (ATRs) within six months from the  
date of its approval. 

This flexibility, implemented since 5 June 
2020, is to facilitate the administrative 
and regulatory challenges of airlines 
besides enabling them to keep their current 
ATR portfolio active amid the Covid-19 
pandemic.

There are also no plans to freeze new air 
service licence (ASL) or air service permit 
(ASP) applications, reiterates Mavcom. ASP 
applies to unscheduled journeys while ASL 
applies to journeys with a fixed schedule.

For the second quarter of 2021 (2Q21),  
it has approved 100% of the ATR 
applications. However, they are 58.3% and 
11% down from the first quarter of 2021 
and previous corresponding period a year 
ago respectively.

Of the 10 applications received from April 
to June, five of the allocations were for 
international routes and the rest for domestic 
routes. MyJet Xpress Airlines Sdn Bhd 
received the highest number of approvals, 
totalling seven ATRs while AirAsia X, 
Malindo Airways Sdn Bhd and World  
Cargo Airline Sdn Bhd each obtained one 
ATR approval. 

World Cargo Airline’s conversion of its ASP 
to ASL from 1 April makes it the latest ASL 
holder for the cargo segment. Encouraged 
by the continued healthy growth shown 
by the cargo segment, Mavcom Executive 
Chairman Datuk Seri Saripuddin Kasim 
is optimistic of the sector’s endurance and 
resilience, which he believes will serve as an 
encouragement for brighter skies ahead.

“As a commercial and economic regulator, 
the Commission is committed to finding  
ways to assist industry players in these 
challenging times so that they can survive  
the global pandemic and focus on  
continuing full services in the near future.” 

Mavcom has also extended the moratorium 
on the enforcement of the Quality of Service 
Framework and the Malaysian Aviation 
Consumer Protection Code 2016, he adds.
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Passengers travelling through KL 
International Airport (KLIA) will 
experience a new Covid-19 screening 

facility which was launched in July 2021. 

This new facility is among several 
improvements that Malaysia Airports is 
implementing to enhance comfort and 
convenience while going through the 
necessary travel safety protocols at the 
airport. Passengers can look forward to 
shorter wait times upon arrival as this new 
facility will be able to produce the Covid-19 
RTK and RT-PCR results within 15 minutes 
and 3 hours, respectively. There will be a 
total of eight locations for this screening 
facility, five at KLIA Main Terminal and three 
at klia2 terminal equipped with comfortable 
lounges and seating areas for passengers 
while they wait for their test results.

Covid-19 Private Screening 
Facility Opens in KLIA

In doing this, our topmost priority remains 
the safety aspect, and we are partnering with 
a service provider that has a proven track 
record with a robust network of facilities 
and the highest credibility in health testing 
services. We have engaged closely with 
the respective authorities to ensure that the 
appointed service provider is sanctioned by 
the Ministry of Health (MOH) to perform such 
services. 

“We are certain that this new facility will 
go a long way in spurring the demand for 
travel once borders are reopened. Not only 
that, but this initiative is also among many 
we are implementing to ensure that service 
standards at KLIA remain at the highest 
level. The new facility is expected to cater to 
around 40,000 passengers daily which will 
sufficiently cater to international arrivals at 
both terminals as the traffic recovers.

 
DATO’ MOHD SHUKRIE 

MOHD SALLEH
Group CEO of Malaysia Airports

Among the facilities and services that will be 
provided include passenger escort from the 
arrival gate to the testing area, VIP service, 
as well as relaxing and comfortable waiting 
lounges. The lounges are equipped with 
productivity tools such as computers, Wi-Fi 
Internet access, portable WiFi rental and 
telecommunication SIM card, as well as F&B 
offerings. Passengers are also given options 
for various payment platforms such as credit 
card, cash, online transfer, e-payment and 
insurance claim for their further convenience.
 
Similar to the current services provided 
by the MOH, these services are provided 
for a fee. The cost per passenger will be 
from RM60 to RM250 for Malaysians and 
RM90 to RM350 for foreigners. All arriving 
passengers can utilise these services, 
however passengers who belong to certain 
categories namely B40, civil servants, 
persons with disabilities and students can 
also continue to utilise the services provided 
by MOH as per current practice. 

Malaysia Airports have appointed BP 
Clinical Lab to provide the services and 
facilities at KLIA after a stringent open tender 
exercise. BP Clinical Lab has over 38 years’ 
experience in the medical healthcare industry 
and has a proven track record in providing 
services to many government agencies such 
as MOH and Social Security Organisation 
(SOCSO). 

Pass at the borders,” said Nick Careen, 
IATA’s Senior Vice President Airport, 
Passenger, Cargo, Security.

Digital health certificates will be a key 
feature in air travel moving forward. 
Establishing trusted, secure solutions to 
verify the health credentials of travellers  
will be critical in facilitating smooth air 
travel and safeguarding public health. The 
IATA Travel Pass consists of four modules 
– a global registry of health requirements, 
a global registry of testing centres, a lab 
app to securely share test certificates with 
passengers, and a contactless travel app 
which enables passengers to create a 
digital passport and manage their travel 
documentation digitally.

For more information, please call  
03 – 7841 5388 or visit  
www.malindoair.com

The trial is being done on selected 
Malindo Air flights and the airline hopes to 
eventually roll this out on all international 
routes. Eligible passengers are being 
personally invited to download the app 
and enroll for the digital travel pass ahead 
of their travels. In Kuala Lumpur, Malindo 
Air has partnered with selected Health 
Care labs which are authorised to securely 
send test results to passengers via the app.

“We are proud to partner with Malindo Air 
to trial IATA Travel Pass and demonstrate 
that digital health apps can securely, 
conveniently and efficiently help manage 
passenger travel health credentials. This 
is a vote of confidence and credibility 
for IATA Travel Pass and a positive step 
forward towards restarting international 
aviation. But for the tool to be as effective 
as possible we also need support from 
governments on the acceptance of Travel 

Malindo Air will commence 
trials on the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) 

Travel Pass – a mobile app to help 
passengers easily and securely manage 
their travel in line with any government 
requirements for Covid-19 testing or 
vaccine information. 

The first selected passengers on one of their 
flights will trial the digital health credential 
soon to verify and share their pre-travel 
Covid-19 test status with Malindo Air. The 
trial is a step towards making travel more 
convenient, enabling travelers to manage 
Covid-19 related documentation digitally, 
safely, and seamlessly throughout the travel 
experience.

In the future, travelers may also be able 
to share vaccination certificates with 
authorities and airlines to facilitate travel.

We are very pleased to partner with IATA 
and become one of the region’s pioneers in 
trialing this long-awaited initiative in real 
time. The ability to process passengers’ 
Covid-19 relevant data for travel digitally 
will be the way forward. We will support 
the introduction of other initiatives to 
further enhance customer experience.

 

CAPT MUSHAFIZ  
MUSTAFA BAKRI

CEO of Malindo Air

Malindo Air Joins IATA Travel Pass
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Ethiopian Airlines Operates with 
Fully Vaccinated Crew 

Ethiopian Airlines, Africa’s largest carrier, has started operating 
flights with fully vaccinated crew against Covid-19 to keep 
travelers safe in light of the pandemic.  

We are pleased to operate flights with fully vaccinated crew – a 
significant step in protecting our employees’ and customers’ health 
safety. We are encouraged by the increasing number of passengers 
travelling for business, VFR and tourism supported by the confidence 
of vaccination across the world. We have been squarely focused on 
working very hard to ensure the safety of our staff and passengers 
since the pandemic broke out and this is another testament to our 
continued commitment. We have bought and imported more than 
37,000 vaccine shots for our employees and stakeholders.

 

TEWOLDE GEBREMARIAM
Group CEO of Ethiopian Airlines

Ethiopian has been rigorously implementing Covid-19 precautionary 
measures including the launch of its own testing and isolation center 
and digitisation of its operation among others. It has been at the 
forefront in the fight against the pandemic carrying essential medical 
supplies and vaccines across the globe as well as repatriating 
stranded people back to their home.

Ethiopian Airlines has become Africa’s top airline in passenger and 
freight traffic in retaining its leadership position in the continent. 

According to the African Airlines Association’s (AFRAA) report, 
Ethiopian has been ranked first by passenger and cargo traffic 
in 2020. Ethiopian carried 500 thousand tons of freight and 
5.5 million passengers through its main hub, Addis Ababa Bole 
International Airport.

Tewolde GebreMariam reiterated, “We are honoured to continue 
our leadership even during the Global Pandemic Crisis which has 
devastated the aviation industry. This is a manifestation of our 
resilience and agility. We are excited about the role we played in 
the fight against the pandemic by continuing our much-needed air 
connectivity within Africa and with the rest of the world without 
any flight suspension. We are saving lives through air transport of 
medical supplies and vaccines.”

Ethiopia also topped the list in the most connected countries in Africa 
due to Ethiopian Airlines’ large number of direct flights within the 
continent.

For more information, please visit www.ethiopianairlines.com or call 
03 – 2141 2190

SriLankan Airlines to Resume Flights to Moscow

“This is a significant air link for SriLankan 
Airlines as we connect to the largest 
country in the world. This operation 
would offer a new and easy travel path 
in connecting the Russian Federation 
and surrounding countries,” said Vipula 
Gunatilleka, CEO of SriLankan Airlines.

The oneworld alliance member introduced 
a link to Moscow in 2011, operating from 
BIA to DME via Dubai International (DXB). 
The year-round route became nonstop in 
October 2013 and remained a fixture of 
SriLankan’s network until March 2015.

For more information, please visit  
www.srilankan.com or call  
03 – 2697 2100

S riLankan Airlines seeks to resume 
air connection between Sri Lanka 
and Russia by resuming operations 

from Colombo Bandaranaike International 
Airport (BIA) and Moscow Domodedovo 
Airport (DME). Flights between the two 
cities will restart from 31 July.

The resumption of services connecting 
Colombo and Moscow is a link that will  
not only facilitate travel but will be the 
impetus for building closer bilateral 
business connections between the two 
countries.

 

ASHOK PATHIRAGE
Chairman of SriLankan Airlines

The flight resumption to the capital of Russia 
comes after a break of six years. “We 
believe flying back to Moscow would create 
a window of opportunity for both countries 
and travelers to experience the historic 
heritage of the people of Sri Lanka and 
Russia,” Pathirage said.

The flag carrier plans to offer regular once-
weekly service every Friday at 10.30pm 
local time with its Airbus A330-300 aircraft 
configured to carry 269 passengers in 
Economy and 28 travelers in Business Class 
seats. The company currently operates 
six A330-300 jets with a single plane in 
storage. The overnight flight UL533, which 
will take more than eight hours, will land at 
Domodedovo Airport (DME) in Moscow at 
4.30am local time. 
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I ndonesia is welcoming Super Air Jet 
(SAJ), a new low-cost carrier backed 
by Lion Air Group. The airline intends 

to launch operations in the market at a 
time when the aviation industry has been 
significantly impacted by the Covid-19 
pandemic. Start-up carrier Super Air 
Jet (SAJ) was awarded an Air Operator 
Certificate (AOC) on 25 June, according 
to Indonesia’s Directorate General of Civil 
Aviation (DGCA). 

The Transportation Ministry has issued an 
air operator’s certificate (AOC) for the new 
airline, allowing SAJ, which currently has 
three Airbus A320-200s, to operate the 
aircraft for commercial purposes.

Vistara Inaugurates Flight to Tokyo Haneda 
TATA SIA Airlines Limited, known by the 
brand name Vistara, is a 51:49 joint  
venture between Tata Sons Limited and 
Singapore Airlines Limited (SIA). Vistara 
brings together Tata’s and SIA’s legendary 
hospitality and renowned service excellence 
to offer the finest full-service flying 
experience in India. 

Vistara commenced its commercial 
operations on 9 January 2015, with an  
aim to set new standards in the aviation 
industry in India and it today connects 
destinations across India and abroad. 

The airline has a fleet of 48 aircraft, 
including 37 Airbus A320, three Airbus 
A321neo, six Boeing 737-800NG, and  
two Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner aircraft, and 
has flown more than 25 million customers.

For more information about Vistara, 
please visit www.airvistara.com

New Airline Super Air Jet Secures AOC

With the completion of the certification 
process, Super Air Jet has fulfilled all 
technical and safety requirements.

 
NOVIE RIYANTO

The Ministry’s Air Transportation 
Director General

Established in March 2021, the low-cost 
carrier will focus on the domestic and 
millennial market as shared by the airline’s 
Chief Executive Officer Ari Azahari. 

The carrier intends to fly from Jakarta’s 
Soekarno–Hatta International (CGK) to  
10 domestic destinations - Banjarmasin 
(BDJ), Batam (BTH), Denpasar, Bali (DPS), 
Lombok, Mataram (LOP), Medan Kualanamu 
(KNO), Padang (PDG), Palembang (PLM), 
Pekanbaru (PKU), Pontianak (PNK), and 
Surabaya (SUB). 

The new airline is in the process of receiving 
route permits and standard operating 
procedures for passenger service from the 
Directorate General of Civil Aviation of 
Indonesia. 

V istara, India’s full-service carrier 
inaugurated its non-stop flights on 
7 July between Delhi and Tokyo 

Haneda. The inaugural flight departed 
Delhi at 0300 hours and landed in Tokyo 
(Haneda) at 1450 hours. Under the air 
bubble agreement between India and 
Japan, Vistara will fly once a week between  
the two cities using its Boeing 787-9 
Dreamliner.

We are delighted to take India’s finest airline 
to Japan and provide an unmatched flying 
experience to our customers that exemplifies 
modern Indian hospitality with the highest 
global standards in safety, hygiene and 
operations. We look forward to further 
strengthening our presence on this new  
route in the coming months.

 
LESLIE THNG

Chief Executive Officer of Vistara

Raya Airways Celebrates New Route to Nanning

On track with its network expansion plans to increase 
destinations within the Asia-Pacific markets, Raya 
Airways recently marked the entry of its freight delivery 

services into the city of Nanning, the capital of Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region in China. This also records Raya Airways 
as the first Malaysian freight service provider operating to this 
destination.

We are thrilled to expand our logistics solutions and time-
definite services into China, one of the world’s largest and fastest 
growing air-cargo markets. With Nanning being the gateway 
to Asean and increasing cross-border e-commerce goods being 
transported from China into the Southeast Asian markets, this 
route expansion is timely and will support the increasing demand 
of cargo services from consumers and merchants, while offering 
us with an opportunity to create and provide a seamless logistics 
network driven by efficient service.

 

MOHAMAD NAJIB ISHAK
Group Managing Director  

of Raya Airways

“As one of the key enablers in the supply chain ecosystem, our 
role is to establish connections and options for our customers. 
Since the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, freight 
transportation has become increasingly significant, and it is 

integral that we continue to strengthen our expansion plan into 
new markets. We look forward to introducing more new routes 
in the months ahead as we increase our interconnecting network 
of destinations to support businesses during this pandemic,” 
Mohamad Najib added.
 
Raya Airways will serve Nanning four times per week with an 
average weekly load of 30 tonnes and a maximum capacity of  
up to 40 tonnes, utilising its Boeing 767-200F aircraft. This new 
freight route will carry all shipments that Raya Airways specialises 
in, namely cross-border e-commerce products and consumer 
goods, including perishable items.
 
Emboldened by a rapidly developing logistics industry, Raya 
Airways aims to expand its network to more destinations within 
Asia-Pacific, including within China and other countries later  
this year.

For more information, please visit www.rayaairways.com or  
call 03 – 7884 9898
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Air Arabia and ANIF Launches
Armenia’s New Airline

Vietnam Airlines Resumes More 
International Flights

Vietnam Airlines is resuming more 
international routes as the airline 
starts preparing for the reopening 

of the country. The carrier is now bringing 
back more regular flights to points in 
Australia, Europe, and Asia starting July. 

For Australia, Vietnam Airlines will be 
flying between Ho Chi Minh City’s Tan  
Son Nhat International Airport (SGN)  
and Sydney International Airport (SYD)  
with two flights per week from 15 July. 
A second flight to Australia will run once 
per week from SGN to Melbourne Airport 
(MEL) from 20 July.

Meanwhile, Europe will see Vietnam Airlines 
service with some relatively specific dates in 
mind. Frankfurt Airport (FRA) will see flights 
from Hanoi’s Noi Bai International Airport 
(HAN) on 25 and 28 July, and 21 August. 
The airline’s London Heathrow Airport (LHR) 
nonstop service from HAN will be launched 
on 14 August and 2 September.

Closer to home, Vietnam Airlines will be 
flying between Hanoi and Tokyo Narita 
International Airport (NRT) with two flights 
per week from 17 July. The Tokyo Narita to 
Ho Chi Minh City route is also set to resume. 
Lastly, the airline has also scheduled the 

Ho Chi Minh City (SGN) and Bangkok’s 
Suvarnabhumi Airport (BKK) route to take 
place from 1 August.

Vietnam Airlines will be flying both 
Boeing 787 and Airbus A350 aircraft for 
international flights. 

Meanwhile, Vietnam Airlines has also 
officially implemented the trial of the 
IATA Travel Pass on two flights from 
Narita Airport to Da Nang. This step is to 
concretise the agreement signed in May 
between the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA) and Vietnam Airlines.

Eligible passengers need to be above  
18 years old and obtain a negative 
Covid-19 result from any eligible clinics 
based on the IATA lab registry. Passengers 
wishing to participate can register on 
Vietnam Airlines website at least 3 days 
before departure date, download the IATA 
Travel Pass application to their mobile 
phones, create their digital passport and 
enter their flight information.

For more information, please call  
03 – 2031 1555 or visit  
www.vietnamairlines.com 

David Papazian, Chief Executive Officer of 
ANIF, said: “We are excited to launch a new 
national low-cost carrier for Armenia that will 
contribute significant value to the economy 
and energise our travel and tourism sector. 
This builds on our commitment to partner 
with top global entities on transformational 
projects that catalyse our crucial economic 
sectors. Air Arabia has a well established 
track-record in launching and operating 
successful LCCs, and its know-how will be a 
differentiating strength of the new airline.”

We are delighted at Air Arabia Group to 
partner with ANIF on this joint venture to 
launch Armenia’s new national low-cost 
carrier. We see tremendous potential for 
Armenia in building its airline sector, which 
will add sustained value to the economy 
through job creation and the development of 
the travel and tourism sector. We thank ANIF 
and the Civil Aviation Committee for their 
trust and we look forward to working hand 
in hand to develop the new airline, which will 
serve as a value-for-money air travel option 
for Armenians and visitors to the country.

 
ADEL AL ALI

Group Chief Executive Officer  
of Air Arabia

The Armenian National Interests Fund 
(ANIF) and Air Arabia, the Middle 
East and North Africa’s first and 

largest low-cost carrier (LCC) operator, 
announced on 14 July the signing of 
an agreement to launch Armenia’s new 
national airline. The agreement will see 
the establishment of an independent joint 
venture company that will operate as a 
low-cost passenger airline with Yerevan’s 
Zvartnots International Airport (EVN) as  
its base.

The new national airline will serve the 
strategic vision of Armenia’s fast-growing 
travel and tourism sector as well as 
contribute to the country’s economic 
growth, while providing Armenians with  
a reliable and value for money air travel.

Tatevik Revazian, Chair of the Civil Aviation 
Committee of Armenia, said: “Our vision 
for Armenia is to significantly improve 
air connectivity and as a result bring 
economic growth and jobs to the country. 
Having a strong national low-cost airline is 
essential for the development of Armenia’s 
air transport sector, especially as a tool to 
recover faster from the Covid-19 crisis. This 
partnership between ANIF and Air Arabia 
Group to launch a new airline reflects this 
vision. We are confident that the expertise 
Air Arabia brings to the JV will support the 
seamless launch and growth of the carrier. 
We look forward to the success of Armenia’s 
new national airline.”

The name of the airline will be decided by 
the people of Armenia through an open 
competition. Based in Yerevan, the new 
company will adopt the low-cost business 
model adopted by Air Arabia. 
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In ensuring these transitions were taking 
place in a smooth and effective manner, 
we sustained a training and development 
programme throughout the working from 
home phase with structured up-skilling and 
re-skilling modules to help our team meet 
the evolving demands of the industry and 
adapt to present challenges, changes and 
conditions. Our entire workforce is now 
trained to provide both back-end and front-
end operational assistance.

Impact on the MICE industry during 
the pandemic has been significant. 
What are your plans for KL 
Convention Centre post-Covid?
First and foremost, all our focus and efforts 
will be poured into successfully delivering all 
confirmed events which kept being postponed 
since the beginning of the pandemic. 

We will be working very closely with all 
clients and organisers to help them achieve 
their event objectives, continue to strengthen 
our digital product and solutions offerings 
and invest in developing a strong in-house 
team to cater to clients’ hybrid and virtual 
needs from pre-production to production and 
post-production stages.

Furthermore, we will also work towards 
solidifying the expansion of our F&B business, 
revamping its product and service offerings 
based on customer behaviour and buying 
pattern analysis, and tailoring dining 
experiences to suit the event and audience 
profile.

Plans have been made to resume our building 
and infrastructure maintenance, refurbishment 
and upgrade to continue to provide a pristine 
event environment with enhanced and 
refreshed interior look and feel.

What is your outlook for the MICE 
industry and what are things that 
the public can look forward to in 
the future?  
For the industry, the pandemic is 
bringing forward or expanding the work 
industry organisations are doing around 
personalisation and big data. With the 
growing mix of remote attendees, it is 
going to become even more important to 

How has KL Convention Centre demonstrated itself 
as an important infrastructure asset during the 
pandemic?  
The Centre is a purpose-built venue that is specifically designed 
to effectively accommodate the congregation of a large crowd, 
structurally and logistically optimising accessibility, safety and security 
to facilitate a smooth flow of movement in a highly regulated and 
controlled manner with stringent compliance and adherence to the 
new norm Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).

Answering the call of duty as a mega Vaccination Centre has allowed 
the Centre to leverage these strengths, which usually catered to 
business events and corporate functions, towards a noble cause in 
service of the nation, city and its people, in aid of their immunisation 
journey, demonstrating the real value and benefit purpose-built 
venues complemented by a team of experienced and knowledgeable 
team, can contribute to achieving national objectives.

The pandemic has made a permanent change to 
all industries. How has KL Convention Centre been 
transforming the way it conducts its business?  
‘We can’t go to war alone.’ We started by establishing partnerships 
and collaborations on risk and profit-sharing basis with industry 
bodies, key players of the supply chain, and long-time clients for the 
collective success of the industry which expedited the resumption of 
business events, kick-started the first live entertainment events, and 
brought in some of the first consumer exhibitions to the Centre since 
the pandemic began as well as pave a smooth visitor journey while 
attending events through comprehensive step-by-step guidance.

We transformed our brick and mortar halls and meeting rooms 
into hybrid and virtual studios, and dedicated a qualified team of 
technical experts to advice and deliver to any virtual and hybrid event 
needs, ranging from set or event production and technical design to 
live broadcast and streams, making the Centre a One-Stop Virtual 
Solutions Hub for clients’ and organisers’ digital event pivot.

We have further leveraged virtual technologies to make the venue 
remotely available and accessible for site-visits where clients and 
organisers have the options of pre-arranging a live guided tour of 
the Centre or embark on self-exploration. The Centre is also the first 
venue in Malaysia with a Digital Concierge, powered by Artificial 
Intelligence and synced with our website content, tasked to welcome 
and help visitors navigate within the site and respond to queries.

One of our core product offerings is food and beverage and when 
we could no longer serve event participants due to event restrictions 
and postponements, we opened up new food outlets and crafted 
festive special promotional spreads for safe home celebration, 
reaching new customer base via online food ordering and delivery 
platforms. When events were allowed to resume in small scales, 
we went on to kick-start offsite caterings, at Sepang F1 Circuit and 
Glenmarie Business Park, as part of revenue diversification and 
product expansion.

A man of firm authority and strategic thinking,  
Alan Pryor is just the right guy to steer KL Convention 
Centre out of the pandemic. By adapting and 
leveraging to the acceleration of digitalisation, the 
MICE industry has plenty for the public to look forward 
to. A man who stumbled onto the MICE industry and 
never looked back, Mr. Pryor has full confidence in 
the resilience of the industry and looks forward to it 
bouncing back in full force post-pandemic.

understand who our audiences are, what 
their needs are, what their persona and 
sentiment is. It is no longer about just getting 
the right speakers and the right food for 
coffee and lunch breaks. There needs to be 
a whole new level of engagement and to do 
that we need to understand more about who 
we are talking to, or who we want to find to 
talk to.

We believe that working from home and a 
level of reluctance to return to face-to-face 
meetings is going to stay with us for some 
time. We see the further enhancement and 
adoption of virtual or hybrid solutions as we 
continue to understand more about how to 
engage the two separate audiences, those at 
the venue, and those participating remotely, 
with the events running simultaneously or 
more likely separately to allow focus on each 
audience with tailored content for both. An 
extension of this is the production value, 
how good is the technical production of the 
virtual/hybrid components? There will be a 
shift to TV/Movie quality production to retain 
engagement online and for that there will be 
a shift of some AV companies and venues 
into this space.

For the public, the future event attendee and 
visitor will have more autonomy and deciding 
power in how they choose to attend an event 
and in curating their own event content 
where each participant will form his/her own 
unique experience tied to the event.

Do you hold any other roles in 
Malaysia’s MICE industry and how 
do you plan to make a difference 
in them?  
I am the Chairman of the Business Events 
Council Malaysia and as the collective 
voice of the business events supply 
chain, leading the industry’s 
government advocacy and lobbying 
efforts throughout the Covid-19 
pandemic which are focused on 
the safe re-opening of our sector.

We are working to drive safe certification 
adoption by the supply chain, providing 
shared information on best practice and 
placing a great focus on the development 
of dedicated communication to engage our 
target audiences and to maintain market 
presence so we are fully prepared with a safe 
and accessible business events proposition 
for Malaysia. This will ensure we are well 
prepared once domestic, regional and global 
travel commences.

Our strategy is aligned to the National 
Recovery Plan set out by the Government and 
we are working with Malaysia Convention 
& Exhibition Bureau to promote Malaysia’s 
market presence and to continually uphold 
our stringent SOPs, consistently demonstrating 
the industry’s capabilities to deliver safe, 
professional, regulated and successful 
meetings and events. We are also up-keeping 
our engagement with strategic partners’ 
industry associations through collaboration 
and partnerships in advocating and 
implementing stringent compliance to deliver 
a “Safe Malaysia” business events destination 
proposition. 

What is your professional 
background and how did you  
come to be in the MICE industry?  
My professional path had begun in the 
hospitality industry, getting exposed to various 
aspects of hotel operations and management. 
Along the way, I attended an interview at 
the Ladbrokes Hilton for a Food & Beverage 
Manager position, instead was offered an 
operations position in a conference and 
exhibition centre and I have not looked  
back since.

Aviation Interview  
with Alan Pryor 
General Manager of  
KL Convention Centre 
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KUALA PAK AMAT, KELANTAN
Kuala Pak Amat in Kota Bharu marked the 
first historical site of the battle between the 
British and Japanese troops, on Dec 8, 
1941. The attack on Pearl Harbour took 
place 90 minutes after the invasion in 
Kota Bharu, marking the beginning of the 
war. The battle also saw the sinking of IJN 
carrier Awajisan Maru which weighed 
9,794 tons — the first Japanese ship 
to sink during World War II. The British 
forces had built a fortress on Sabak Beach 
in preparation for any attack from the sea, 
to protect the nearby Pengkalan Chepa 
airport. Today, Kuala Pak Amat stands as 
a historical site and memorial to mark the 
Japanese’s first landing here.

BUKIT CINA, MELAKA
Bukit Cina today is believed to be the largest Chinese graveyard 
outside China, with over 12,500 graves, some of which date to 
the Middle Ages. In the mid-15th century, Hang Li Po, daughter 
of the Chinese Ming Emperor was sent to be married to the 
Sultan of Malacca, Mansur Shah. The couple established their 
residence on the hillside, later dubbed Bukit Cina, or Chinese 
Hill. Though there were local elements to the estate, it was 
overrun by the princess and her 500-person entourage, hence 
its culture and design were overwhelmingly Chinese. Today, 
Bukit Cina is open to the public as a park, a popular spot 
for walks and jogs among the medieval graves. A Chinese 
World War II memorial can be found on the property alongside 
temples and wells built by Sultan Mansur Shah. The best-known 
is the Hang Li Po Well, built specifically for the princess but 
used by the public, which is now treated as a wishing well.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

DESTINATION 
— MALAYSIA’S 

HISTORICAL SITES

In the Merdeka issue, we look 
back at the historical sites that 

are remnants of Malaysia’s 
past that you might not have 

known about. Happy reading! FORT CORNWALLIS, PENANG
Originally named Fort Point Lighthouse, Fort 
Cornwallis is the largest standing fort in Malaysia 
named after Marquis Charles Cornwallis. 
Built in 1786, Fort Cornwallis was intended 
as a defensive structure against pirates, the 
Kedah forces and even the French during the 
Napoleonic Wars. However, although it was 
initially built for the Royal artillery troops and 
the military, it served an administrative function 
rather than an actively defensive one. It was used 
as a military and administrative base for the 
British East India Company and also to protect 
their silk and spice trade route. The fort stands on 
the site where Captain Francis Light first set foot 
in 1786 on the then virtually-uninhabited Penang 
and took possession of the island from the Sultan 
of Kedah. He then established a free port to lure 
trade from Britain’s Dutch rivals.

BATU BERSURAT, TERENGGANU
The Batu Bersurat, Terengganu or Inscribed Stone of Terengganu 
constitutes the earliest evidence of Jawi writing in Southeast 
Asia. The granite historical artefact offers more than just a 
glimpse of the life of the people of the era but also depicts the 
growing Islamic culture subsumed under a set of religious laws. 
It contained the proclamation issued by a ruler of Terengganu 
known as Seri Paduka Tuan, urging his subjects to extend and 
uphold Islam and providing 10 basic Sharia laws for their 
guidance. The stone was found half-submerged by the bank of 
a river in Kuala Berang, Hulu Terengganu, in 1887 CE after 
a major flood had receded. It was found by a Terengganu 
nobleman, Pengiran Anum Engku Abdul Kadir bin Engku Besar 
and his tin-prospector friend, Saiyed Husin Ghulam Al Bukhari. 
They brought it on a raft to Kuala Terengganu where it was 
presented to Sultan Zainal Abidin III and placed atop Bukit 
Puteri.

DATARAN MERDEKA, KUALA LUMPUR
Dataran Merdeka is probably one of the 
most important historical landmarks in 
the history of Malaysia. It was at this spot 
where the Union flag was lowered and the 
Malayan flag was hoisted for the first time 
at midnight, Aug 31, 1957 to mark the 
country’s independence from colonial rule. 

ST. PAUL’S HILL, MELAKA
Originally named Malacca Hill during the reign of Parameswara, 
this hill’s history is a confluence of the Portuguese and the 
Dutch, just like the state. In 1511, the hill was renamed Mary’s 
Hill (dedicated to the Virgin Mary) and was built extensively, 
together with the A Famosa fortress to protect the hill and 
Malacca city from the attacks of the Dutch. This was also the 
site where St. Francis Xavier was buried in 1553 before his 
remains were transferred to Goa, India. Once you reach the 
top of the hill, you will see that the ruins of the place have been 
taken over by majestic trees that conquer most of the yard. The 
ruins of St. Paul’s Church are at the summit of St. Paul’s Hill. 
Built on the site of the last Malaccan sultan’s palace, it was 
constructed by Portuguese fidalgo (nobleman) captain, Duarte 
Coelho in gratitude to the Virgin Mary for saving his life during 
a storm at sea.

LEMBAH BUJANG, KEDAH
The Bujang Valley or Lembah Bujang,  sometimes referred to as 
the Ancient Wonder of Kedah, is a rich historical site covering 
an area of about 400 sq km in the Merbok basin, encompassed 
by Bukit Coras and Gunung Jerai. The area consists of ruins 
that may date back to more than 2,535 years. More than fifty 
ancient tomb temples, called candi, have also been unearthed. 
It is the richest archeological site in Malaysia and the artefacts 
and relics found here show that it was an ancient Hindu-
Buddhist kingdom that ruled the region from the 4th century AD. 
The artefacts and relics found here include pottery shards, stone 
statues of Hindu icons, inscribed stone tablets, metal tools, Song 
and Ming Dynasties ceramic wares, ornaments, beads and 
semi precious stones. The artefacts and relics are on display at 
the archaeological museum located here.
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BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL
Alessandro Michele continues to fulfil his creative vision for Gucci Beauty with 
the annual launch of its Summer 2021 collection. The collection introduces 
Stylo à Sourcils Waterproof, the ultimate waterproof brow pencil, an extension 
of Rouge À Lèvres Voile with five new lipstick shades inspired by the Golden 
Age of cinema and Vernis à Ongles, the new permanent range of high-shine 
nail lacquer. These latest additions embrace the House’s distinctive vintage 
aesthetic, acting as emblems of self-expression. 
www.gucci.com 

BEAMING WITH SUNLIGHT
Piaget’s Sunlight collection beams with positive energy inspired 
by the sun in a celebration of happiness and acts as a reminder 
to appreciate every minute of everyday. Each Piaget sunlight 
creation embodies the energy and power of the sun with creative 
designs that amalgamate the warmth and luminosity of gold 
with distinct and radiant motifs. This is evident in the Sunlight 
Timepiece that’s presented in a 32mm 18K white gold case with 
a gradient of sunny yellow gemstones circling the bezel and 
32 brilliant-cut yellow sapphires transitioning to 10 brilliant-cut 
diamonds, starting with the deepest yellow in the centre and 
radiating out along the lugs. The brightness continues on the 
bracelet and buckle with 327 brilliant-cut diamonds and yellow 
sapphires. This radiant watch is a limited edition of eight pieces, 
with each piece being numbered.
www.piaget.com 

GORGEOUS GARDENIA
Gucci announced the debut of multi-platinum selling 
recording artist, songwriter and trailblazer Miley Cyrus 
as the face of Gucci Flora Gorgeous Gardenia Eau de 
Parfum, a new fragrance by creative director Alessandro 
Michele. With her distinctive individuality, she will be the 
protagonist in a series of images and a fanciful video, 
directed and shot by artist Petra Collins under Alessandro 
Michele’s creative direction, dedicated to the new scent. 
The embodiment of her generation, Miley Cyrus speaks 
truth to self-expression, optimism and authenticity, acting 
as a muse for the new joy-fuelled fantasy land created by 
Gucci Beauty and inspired by her unique personality. The 
new Gucci Flora Gorgeous Gardenia Eau de Parfum will 
be available in Malaysia this October. Further updates on 
the fragrance and its campaign will be announced closer 
to the date. Follow @guccibeauty on Instagram to discover 
more. 
www.gucci.com

DUA LIPA AND VERSACE
Dua Lipa and Versace take their relationship to the next level as Lipa becomes the new face of Versace’s Fall-Winter 
2021 campaign — the culmination of a long-standing relationship between the two. The ‘Levitating’ singer is featured 
wearing the new La Greca - Versace’s iconic motif reinvented for Fall- Winter 2021 and photographed by photography 
powerhouses Mert and Marcus. According to Donatella Versace, it’s Dua Lipa’s impeccable style, fearless attitude and 
universal appeal that made her perfect to embody the spirit of Versace and the collection.
www.versace.com 

FASHION 
& BEAUTY 
NEWS 
All the must-knows 
and must-haves of 
the month

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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LOCAL COLOUR
Max Mara presents a series of artfully clashing patterns in the 
cheery blush-to-pink-to-scarlet spectrum of the geraniums that 
cascade down the sunny facade of the Plaza Athénée. They are 
very similar to the ones that grow in Ischia, where Truman Capote 
spent the happy four months that he described in ‘Local Colour’. 
Like the geranium, Max Mara works happily in both locations and 
anywhere in between. With this collection, Max Mara looks to 
a new generation of swans — working women with complex yet 
equally glamorous lives. Local Colour is dedicated to go anywhere 
with elegance. 
world.maxmara.com 

CACTUS JACK DIOR
Dior’s collaboration with musician Travis Scott for the 
Men’s Spring/Summer 2022 collection marks the first time 
in the French Maison’s history. The respective childhoods 
of Monsieur Dior aka designer Kim Jones and the 
American rapper meet in a unique dialogue that is echoed 
in this Dior collection. The collection sees streetwear meets 
desert iconography meets French elegance. The runway 
show was reality-meet-dreamscape, accentuated by 
larger-than-life-sized cacti, mushrooms and flowers which 
fed into the essence of Cactus Jack (Scott’s collaborative 
artistic collective) while incorporating the floral codes of 
Christian Dior. On the clothes, Dior’s toile de Jouy print 
was modified into a “Toile de Cactus” print while the Dior 
Oblique motif was reworked to spell “Jack” and a new 
graphic emblem was derived from a 1960’s archival 
rhombus.
www.dior.com 

1. SHISEIDO Future Solution LX Total 
Regenerating Cream
This rich night cream by Shiseido is packed 
with the highest concentration of anti-ageing 
ingredients to help skin restore itself at night 
for a youthful-looking, vibrant complexion. 
It’s enriched with the highest amount of 
SkingenecellEnmei Complex for the ultimate 
skin revitalisation. Its rich creamy texture 
melts into skin and infuses it with Burnet 
Extract to empower the Nighttime Defence 
Gene. This creates the optimal nighttime 
environment, awakens skin’s natural 
rejuvenating abilities and defends skin 
against ageing. Overnight, skin reclaims 
visible firmness, youthful resilience and 
stunning radiance. RM1,300

2. GIVENCHY Ressource Velvet Moisturising 
Face Cream
This creamy gel, with a subtle and relaxing 
scent, is quickly absorbed by the skin 
for refreshing, intensive and 72-hour 
moisturisation. The evanescent texture is 
perfectly suitable for shine-prone skin. The 
skin seems soothed, plumped and balanced. 
Visibly released from stress, it radiates with 
a natural glow. RM 266

3. LA MER Blue Heart Moisturising Cream 
(Limited Edition)
Housed in a limited-edition commemorative 
decorative jar, this luxuriously rich cream 
deeply soothes and moisturises to help heal 
dryness and leave skin looking naturally 
vibrant. Miracle Broth™ — the legendary 
soothing elixir that flows through all of 
La Mer products — infuses skin with sea-
sourced renewing energies.This is ideal for 
drier skin. RM1,395

4. SK-II Radical New Age Power Airy Milky 
Lotion
An airy light moisturiser with lightweight 
texture that penetrates into skin, perfect for 
warmer climates or oily skin type. Packed 
with nourishing ingredients, this moisturiser 
absorbs quickly to boost skin's bounciness 
and suppleness for a youthful, healthy look.
RM633

These opulent products are 
some of the must-haves to 

step up your skincare regime

LUXURIOUS 
SKINCARE 
ESSENTIALS
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5. ESTÉE LAUDER Perfectionist Pro Rapid 
Brightening Treatment With Ferment3 + 
Vitamin C
Estée Lauder’s latest innovation, 
Perfectionist Pro Rapid Brightening 
Treatment Ferment2 + Vitamin C, is the 
first of its kind, inspired by the holistic, 
multi-targeted approach of cosmetic and 
dermatological procedures. Designed to 
specifically address dark spots, age spots, 
blemish marks and uneven skin tone, this 
exclusive brightening complex draws on 
vitamin C and ferment to help break the 
cycle of dullness. RM370

6. GUERLAIN Abeille Royale Double R 
Renew & Repair Serum
Guerlain’s Double R Renew & 
Repair serum combines the ultimate 
anti-ageing corrective technology 
from Abeille Royale with a soft-peel 
treatment for highly effective action on 
the visible signs of ageing — loss of 
skin elasticity and firmness, wrinkles, 
dull skin, imperfections,and large 
pores. RM1,039

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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Stun and be the star in these pieces 
by powerhouse designers

POWER PIECES

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BALENCIAGA
Lock embossed gold-tone 

bracelet
RM1,600

ALAÏA
Editions laser-cut 
stretch-knit mini 

dress
RM11,222

BOTTEGA VENETA
Crinkled glossed-leather 

slingback pumps
RM4,282

ALAÏA
Editions Bucket 
Corset laser-cut 

leather bag
RM6,213

GUCCI
Ken Scott Jenni 

appliquéd floral-print 
velvet blazer
RM15,800

ALAÏA
Editions eyelet-embellished leather waist belt

RM 3,315

BOTTEGA VENETA
Wool-twill straight-leg pants

RM4,632

GUCCI
+ NET SUSTAIN Dionysus 

small textured-leather 
shoulder bag
RM10,848

ALAÏA
Editions 115 laser-cut 
patent-leather sandals

RM5,361

Summer ease ideal for the heat

SUNDAY FUNDAY

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

FRESCOBOL 
CARIOCA

Thomas Camp-Collar 
Striped Linen Shirt

RM1,038

KAPITAL
Wide-Leg Distressed Appliquéd 

Denim Shorts
RM 2,471

FRESCOBOL 
CARIOCA

Helio Suede 
Espadrilles

RM691
LUIS MORAIS

14-Karat Gold Lapis Lazuli Beaded Bracelet
RM1,956

RAY-BAN
Original Wayfarer Acetate Sunglasses

RM770

LE GRAMME
Le 25 Beaded Polished 
Sterling Silver Bracelet

RM3,140

CELINE HOMME
Square-Frame Gold-Tone 

Sunglasses
RM2,000

GUCCI
Suede-Trimmed Monogrammed 

Canvas Sandals
RM3,217

POST-IMPERIAL
Camp-Collar Printed Shirt

RM1,089

LOEWE
+ Paula’s Ibiza Pleated Linen 
and Cotton-Blend Trousers

RM2,524
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Aman has announced the temporary display 
of artwork by Wallace Chan accompanying 
the artist’s first major sculpture exhibition at the 
Fondaco Marcello on the city’s Grand Canal. The 
exhibition joins a handful of new experiences at 
Aman Venice for 2021, celebrating art, design 
and craftsmanship following the hotel’s reopening. 
Housed in one of the city’s eight great monumental 
palazzos, Aman Venice embodies its grand 
location, where Rococo works of art are offset by 
contemporary Jean-Michel Gathy interiors and 
private gardens can be admired from opulent 
dining venues and spacious suites. Until 31st 
October 2021, A Dialogue Between Materials and 
Time IV showcasing Chan’s contemplation on the 
relationship between materials, space and time, 
will stand tall in Aman Venice’s palazzo. 

   THE
 Luxe REPORT

BY AGNES AUI

Art at Aman Venice: 
Exhibiting Wallace Chan

Globetrotting Experiences with VistaJet-to-Wild

From safaris in Africa to expeditions in Greenland, the world’s largest island; from 
wildlife discoveries to tribal encounters, VistaJet’s newly launched VistaJet-to-Wild 
private travel initiative creates indelible memories through a series of up-close and 
personal travel experiences with nature. Discover the marines and encounter rare tribals 
while immersing yourself in nature’s wildlife classroom in South Africa and Zimbabwe. 
You can also experience hovering above vast canyons, striking colourful peaks and 
otherworldly rock formations. Explore America’s most iconic national parks and 
mountain ranges as you uncover the history of Colorado and Utah.

Belmond Introduces Its 
New Travel Series

Belmond is delighted to unveil the first 
chapter of its new series of one-of-
a-kind experiences, inviting guests 

to indulge their longed-for moments, 
while reconnecting with loved ones in 
the most breath-taking surroundings. 

The experiences on land, rail and river 
range from artistic encounters, living 
the passion of exceptional curators 

and collectors in Italy; savouring local 
ingredients and tales of treasured 

traditions; raising a glass to missed 
celebrations on legendary trains or 
seeking private escapes on scenic 

waterways in France. Chapter One 
of the new travel series celebrates 
beautiful European escapes that 

connect deeply with the soul of the 
destination, setting the scene for 

unforgettable journeys with an aim 
to inspire travelling once again with 
thirteen unique experiences in the 
Belmond properties across Europe.

Aqua Season Returns to 
Six Senses Laamu

From world-renowned surfing to 
incredible wildlife encounters, the 
summer season at Six Senses Laamu 
is shaping up to provide a range of 
unforgettable experiences. Since April, 
the Tropicsurf team at Six Senses Laamu 
has been treated to first-rate waves, and 
as the summer surf season approaches, 
the swell is expected to only improve. To 
cater for the increased number of surfers 
at the resort, Six Senses Spa Laamu is 
relaunching its range of therapeutic surf 
massages to help actively relieve muscle 
tension after a day on the board. This 
month, visiting practitioner Napath 
Theechanthuek from Thailand will 
offer a mix of therapeutic and relaxing 
massages specializing in pain relief.
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BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

DESIGN MEETS INNOVATION
The World’s Most Expensive Cars

The most expensive cars in the world are more than just luxury; they are works of art, inventions 
of the highest order, meticulously-manufactured testaments to their makers, and they set the 

benchmark to what the future holds for automotive innovation. Every year, auto manufacturers 
are upping the ante of their innovation and this is supplemented by sustainability initiatives, 

employing new technology such as electric-powered vehicles or EV, and a renewed focus on the 
smooth, satisfying, and enjoyable experience of driving high-end cars.

GORDON MURRAY T.50
$3,080,000

Dubbed as the purest, lightest supercar ever built, Gordon 
Murray’s T50 is the namesake’s 50th car design in a 
career spanning more than half a century. The T50 was 
styled entirely in-house, with Murray himself the leader of 
the tiny design team. There are obvious references in its 
shape to the F1 — such as the compact size, arrowhead 
front panel, roof-mounted air scoop, dihedral doors and 
the use of ‘ticket windows’ in the side glass — but strenuous 
efforts were made to make it look even more petite than its 
forebear. There’s a major difference between the graceful 
front end of the T50 and the extreme functionality of its 
rear end, which features large exhausts, business-like mesh 
for engine bay cooling, a giant underbody diffuser and a 
400mm fan. The fan is driven by a 48V electrical system 
and its job is to develop downforce by rapidly accelerating 
the flow of air under the car. Murray says this “rewrites the 
rule book for road car aerodynamics”.

PAGANI ZONDA HP BARCHETTA
$17,600,000

The Zonda HP Barchetta is one of the most expensive cars in the world and a special one at that. The exotic beast boasts a 7.3-litre 
naturally aspirated V12 engine capable of cranking out 789bhp, in addition to featuring a six-speed manual gearbox. Forged 
aluminium wheels — 20-inch in the front and 21-inch in the rear — then note different colour inlays, while the rear wheel fairings are 
made from carbon fibre. And although it’s roofless, the Zonda HP Barchetta has a roof scoop. At 1,250 kg it’s a very light hypercar, 
mainly thanks to the carbon fibre used in the construction of the body and a chassis material that Pagani calls “carbo-titanium”.

BUGATTI LA VOITURE NOIRE
$18,700,000

A pioneering spirit, passion for perfection and the desire to 
continually redefine its limits have been the key characteristics 
of Bugatti since it was founded more than 110 years ago. 
None of the brand’s masterpieces reflect these values more 
impressively than the Type 57 SC Atlantic. Created by Ettore 
Bugatti’s eldest son Jean, the only four Atlantics ever created 
stand for pure elegance and sophistication. With its homage 
to the fourth, all-black Atlantic, missing since the Second 
World War, Bugatti is bringing the speed, technology, luxury 
and aesthetics of an icon into a new era. But the customised 
creation of “La Voiture Noire” is far more than a modern 
interpretation of the ghost of the gran turismo. “La Voiture 
Noire” is a tribute to Bugatti’s own history, a manifesto of the 
Bugatti aesthetics and a piece of automotive haute couture.

1963 FERRARI 250 GTO
$70,000,000

Believed to be the most expensive car in the world, the 1963 Ferrari 250 GTO is a beauty of its own right. According to James 
Knight, Group Motoring chairman at UK auction house Bonhams,  this car is the motoring market’s equivalent to Van Gogh’s 
“Sunflowers” which pretty much tells you its worth. The 1963 Ferrari GTO — one of only 36 that were made and considered the 
biggest trophies in the car-collecting world for their rarity, power, beauty and success on the race track.
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BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS
Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on their own. 

Here are some that are currently on top of our wander list

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Offering all the peace and privacy craved by a 
metropolitan, Anantara Maia Seychelles Villas overlook 
Anse Louis beach on the southwest coast of Mahé in the 
Seychelles. Unwind in Bill Bensley designed villas that 
combine rustic elements of hammered copper with elegant 
soft furnishings. Soak up some rays by your endless infinity 
pool or stroll onto the secluded beach. Experience the 
‘Beyond All Inclusive’ package to dine wherever, whenever 
and personalise your meals with esteemed chefs. Wander 
through the flowered gardens for tranquil moments or let the 
gentle breeze accompany a signature therapy at Anantara 
Spa and revel in show-stopping luxury for a memorable 
getaway. These idyllic villas provide everything you could 
need and more, from 24/7 attentive Villa Host to state-of-
the-art amenities.

anantara.com/en/maia-seychelles 

Could this be your idyllic palm-fringed paradise? It’s the only resort 
on the remote Laamu Atoll in the southern Maldives yet just a short 
inter-island flight and boat hop away. On-land and over-water villas, 
dolphins playing in the warm sapphire seas and restaurants serving 
mouthwatering East-West cuisine create an exceptional, natural 
nirvana. Six Senses Laamu has 97 spacious thatched villas, all 
carefully designed to harmonise with the outstanding natural beauty 
of the island. They offer privacy, cosiness and comfort. True to the 
Six Senses’ philosophy of being in harmony with the environment, the 
Laamu water villas are crafted from local and sustainable materials. 
A favourite is the Laamu Water Villa with Pool, a hideaway with a 
panoramic view of the Indian Ocean. The Laamu water villas feature 
a glass overwater bathtub with glorious views to the ocean and an 
outdoor rain shower.

sixsenses.com/en/resorts/laamu 

Six Senses Laamu
Maldives

Nobu Hotel Ibiza Bay is Ideally 
positioned on the shores of Talamanca 
Bay. Away from the hustle and bustle, 
step from the hotel straight onto the 
soft sandy beach - or your yacht. With 
the beach promenade right outside 
your door, in a short walk you will be 
wandering through the trendy boutiques 
and restaurants of Marina Botafoch and 

Set on the edge of Kruger National Park 
in South Africa’s Sabi Sands Game 
Reserve, luxury safari lodge Ulusaba 
is a member of Virgin Limited Edition’s 
award-winning collection of retreats, Sir 
Richard Branson’s safari lodge. There 
are no fences between Kruger National 
Park and Sabi Sands Game Reserve, so 
wildlife roams freely in a huge natural 
environment. Choose between two 
amazing lodges — Ulusaba Rock Lodge 
or the Ulusaba Safari Lodge where 

Nobu Hotel Ibiza Bay
Ibiza, Spain

Ulusaba
Sabi Sands Game Reserve, South Africa 

Ibiza old town. Rooms are adorned 
with soft furnishings, using a colour 
palette of whites, golds, blues and 
aqua. Floor-to-ceiling windows and 
open terraces mean you will wake 
to the scent of wild jasmine and fall 
asleep to the sound of the waves. 
As relaxed and unpretentious as it 
is arousing and spontaneous, Nobu 

some are conical-roofed houses on a 
local koppie (hill) or treehouse-style 
suites reached by rope bridges and 
raised walkways. There’s a watering-
hole for hippopotami on-site, a spa, 
a cellar showcasing the best of the 
country’s wine, and rangers on hand 
after dark to talk you through the 
southern-sky’s constellations. 

sabi-sands.com/ulusaba-game-reserve.
php 

epitomises the Ibiza Bay lifestyle. Savour 
Nobu Matsuhisa’s signature Japanese 
dishes, such as Tiradito, Yellowtail 
Sashimi with Jalapeño, and Black Cod 
Miso, as well as dishes inspired by the 
island and expertly blended cocktails.

nobuhotelibizabay.com 
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MAKE LIVING EASY
Turning Your Space into a Smart Home

Granted, the idea of converting your home into a smart home sounds expensive. However, when 
you start installing smart devices one at a time, you will find that everything will change. From the 
magical smart light bulbs that change ever so subtly from warm golden light to clear bright blue to 
the convenience of checking on your pet while you’re on vacation through a security camera, life 

becomes more convenient. In this issue, we list some of the smart must-have devices for your home. 

# SOUND
• Get a smart speaker for your living room

Kasa Smart Wi-Fi LED Light Bulb by TP-Link
Light your space with a smart WiFi LED 
bulb with dimmable light and you’re one 
step closer to having a smart home. TP-
Link’s Kasa Smart bulbs don’t require the 
use of a hub to operate. All you need to do 
is twist one into a task light, a bedside lamp 
or the only floor lamp in a whole room, link 
to WiFi and set the colour to change as you 
see fit.  
 

# TEMPERATURE
• Consider a smart thermostat

Megablast Portable Speaker by Ultimate Ears
For outdoor spaces, like rooftop or garden, consider the Megablast 
— an all-new architecture that distributes powerfully loud, clear 
audio, with greater dynamic range, farther and more evenly. They 
create audio that is not just loud, but a faithful reproduction of the 
music you love and this is Alexa compatible.

 

Google Home Mini
The Google Home mini is a smaller version of the Google Home 
Speaker and it has all the capabilities of its forbearer. Using voice-
control that starts with “Hey, Google”, this little guy can be used to 
play music, control smart home gadgets, answer trivia questions, 
add things to a shopping list, create calendar appointments, or play 
video on a Chromecast-enabled screen.

# LIGHTING AND TEMPERATURE
• Rig your room with smart lights or just try one smart bulb where 
you need it

Philips Hue LED Smart Bulb Starter Kit
Switch the ambience of the room to fit any mood with the Philips 
Hue system. The starter kit includes four smart and energy-efficient 
LED bulbs, available in different colour ranges, a wireless dimmer 
switch and the Hue Bridge. They all work together to make your 
home smarter, comfortable and energy efficient. The hub just needs 
to connect to WiFi and then all the bulbs can be programmed to 
your heart’s content via iPhone.
 

Ecobee4 Smart Thermostat
With its built-in Amazon Alexa speaker, this smart thermostat really 
is a cut above other popular touch-screen models. Just ask it to adjust 
the temperature; you don’t have to fiddle with your smart home. The 
best part of it is that you save 26 per cent on annual energy cost. 

# SECURITY

• Keep a watchful eye on your 
space

Outdoor Security Camera by 
Nest
Watch the driveway, the back 
gate, the porch or any part of 
your home while you’re away 
with the Outdoor Security 
Camera by Nest. It stands guard 
at all times so you can rest 
assured knowing your home is 
safe. The Nest Cam Outdoor has 
a weatherproof cord and plug, 
as well as a convenient mounting 
system that allows you to aim the 
device in any direction.  

• Watch your kids or pets from anywhere

Amazon Cloud Cam

Equipped with two-way audio, night vision and HD video, Amazon’s 
Cloud Cam Amazon Cloud Cam features everything you need to 
help keep your home safe. When the Cloud Cam sees any activity, 
you’ll receive a notification allowing you to keep tabs on your home 
from anywhere. The always-ready motion detection feature helps to 
capture activities right from the start.

# CLEANING
• Get a smart trash can

Bruno Smartcan
The Bruno Smartcan might just 
solve your cleaning woes. The 
first of its kind, this powerful 
vortex vacuum feature will 
deliver every dog hair, cheerio 
and grain of dirt directly into the 
trash bag. Just place the broom 
in front of the vacuum inlet to start 
the powerful vortex suction and 
Bruno will do the rest. Bruno will 
also remind you to take the trash 
out on trash day, and alert you 
when you are low on bruno bags 
(trash bags).

• Get the laundry going before 
you get home

• Let people in, even when you’re 
away

August Smart Lock 3rd Gen
There’s no need to hide keys in 
shoe boxes. Lock and unlock 
your door from anywhere and 
give secure digital keys to 
guests, all from your phone. 
All August Smart Locks attach 
to your existing deadbolt, on 
the inside of your door so you 
can still use your keys. August 
automatically unlocks when you 
arrive and locks when you leave. 
You can also control the August 
Smart Lock with your voice using 
Amazon Alexa or the Google 
Assistant.

Top-Loading Washer by LG
Replacing your washer-dryer is 
not an everyday kind of task, but 
when finally ready to make the 
switch, you should definitely go 
smart, and combo at that. This 
top-loading washer-dryer from 
LG works with Alexa, Google 
and its own app so you can get a 
load done before arriving home 
from work or vacation.
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EXTRAORDINARY LIVING
Luxurious Residences Across The World

CASABLANCA ESTATE, CAPE TOWN

The Casablanca estate, located on the shoreline 
of Camps Bay, features a whole host of decadent 
amenities evident with custom wrought-iron 
work, crystal chandeliers and gold leaf detailing 
inside. The mansion is every bit as spectacular 
as it appears from the outside. The opulent 
home offers 33,723 square feet of living space, 
eight bedrooms and 12 bathrooms, each lined 
with white Carrara marble flooring. The ocean-
view master suite even boasts an enormous spa 
bath carved from marble. The estate houses a 
Technogym fitness room, a full-sized squash court, 
massage room and sauna that is big enough 
for 12 people at a time. Opulence continues 
with a luxury cinema room complete with velvet 
furnishings, walnut panelling and 15-foot ceiling. 
After you’ve watched the latest blockbuster, head 
over to the wine cellar or the whiskey bar for a 
tipple or hit the billiard room for a game or two. 
There’s even an 82-foot swimming pool, complete 
with its own automatic thermal pool cover.

These luxurious residences across the world serve as an example and inspiration for 
extraordinary architecture and opulence — they are works of art in their own right — and invite 

viewers and visitors to marvel at their intricacies.  

LUXE SWISS CHALET, LONDON

While the first impression of this property is that it belongs 
in the Alps, it’s actually located in Hampton Court, London. 
The chalet was imported from Switzerland around 1882 
and situated on the scenic banks of the iconic River Thames. 
Inside the 5,478-square-foot house, there are four decadent 
bathrooms where homeowners can relax and unwind in the lap 
of luxury. One offers a pair of freestanding copper bathtubs, 
gilded Italian wash basins and bespoke Japanese toilets. Even 
the parquet flooring is made from gold. The luxurious ensuite 
also boasts a central rainfall shower and two hand basins 
carved from marble and 24-carat gold. Elsewhere, sliding 
double doors adorned with Swarovski crystals dazzle in each 
room, while the Italian-designed kitchen features no less than 
five Gaggenau fridges, worth thousands of dollars each. If the 
home’s private River Thames frontage and moorings weren’t 
enough, the luxurious basement contains its very own beach 
with 40 tonnes of sand. The indoor beach features underfloor 
heating, a performance stage and bespoke wine racks. Large 
skylights allow light to flood inside, while nautical murals adorn 
the walls. There’s also a Japanese water garden complete with 
koi carp, plus a bridge decorated with samurai swords.

XXII CARAT, DUBAI

Fitting with the class that comes with Dubai, XXII Carat Palm 
Jumeirah development offers luxury waterfront villas for the mega-
rich. Designed with flawless attention to detail, every property on 
the estate is dripping in gold, marble and the finest furnishings from 
around the world. Each luxury villa was designed with Renaissance 
architecture in mind. Picture stucco masonry, classical columns, 
pergola terraces, handmade ceramics and dramatic wall murals. 
Almost every room is decorated with fine gold and silver leaf, from 
the trims of the kitchen cabinets to the taps in the bathrooms. In fact, 
the bathrooms are perhaps the villas’ most luxurious rooms, offering 
everything from floor-to-ceiling marble to 18-carat gold finishes. In 
some of the villas, the lucky owner can also take a soak in a bathtub 
carved from rock crystal. The colossal tub weighs in at 10 tonnes 
and was sourced from the Amazon rainforest in Brazil.

REGAL EAST GATE, LOS ANGELES

This contemporary home in the exclusive enclave of Bel Air is 
currently on the market for just shy of $50 million (£35m) and 
it’s a residence of sophistication and incomparable opulence. 
It is veiled by guarded gates and encapsulated by stunning 
landscaped gardens offering luxury in abundance. Inside, the 
lavishness is sprawled over 36,000 square feet, boasting eight 
bedrooms and no less than 20 bathrooms. Embellished in the most 
luxurious of materials, the opulent interiors bears semblance to a 
‘resort oasis’. Deep underground, the mansion conceals a secret of 
20,000-square-foot basement home to a state-of-the-art entertaining 
space complete with a resort-style spa with a pool, massage room, 
sauna and steam bath. If that wasn’t enough, there’s also a games 
room, movie theatre, bar and sports courts.

PLAYA VISTA ISLE, FLORIDA

Playa Vista Isle in Florida was once one of America’s most 
expensive homes when it was first listed for $159 million (£112m). 
The expansive grounds offer a 4,500-square-foot infinity pool, 
complete with a swim-up bar and slide, plus a glass-bottomed hot 
tub suspended above the pool. There’s also a putting green and an 
outdoor kitchen for alfresco dining. Inside, the 60,000-square-foot 
estate features 11 bedrooms and 22 bathrooms, with almost every 
inch of the property draped in gold. The main guest bathroom is 
embellished with mural walls and a golden pedestal and sink, 
while the grand VIP suite has a Jacuzzi tub and a custom inlaid 
mother-of-pearl shower. The master suite is an opulent marvel, with 
incredible ocean vistas and direct balcony access. There’s also 
a 1,300-gallon aquarium, a 20-car garage and a temperature-
controlled wine cellar that can accommodate 3,000 bottles of the 
finest vino. Plus, with the world’s first residential IMAX 3D theatre 
on its lower level, this house is perhaps the most extravagant we’ve 
seen.

BAROQUE PALACE, RUBLYOVKA

Rich Russians are renowned for their decadent tastes — think caviar 
and Fabergé eggs and when it comes to their real estate, they’re 
no different. Located in the exclusive Moscow neighbourhood of 
Rublyovka, the bedazzled property oozes opulence and is covered 
from floor to ceiling in marble, gold and precious gems while 
enclosed by 97 acres of pine forest. Some of the rooms, including 
the lavish master bedrooms offers bespoke wooden floors and 
lashings of gold, velvet and crystal. Bursting with regal finishes and 
costly décor, this Russian palace is by far one of the world’s most 
lavish properties. While the master bathroom is home to an opulent 
gold shower, the grand hallway offers delicate chandeliers, stunning 
drapery and more marble than anyone could ever imagine. Fine 
antiques are scattered around every room, while intricate wall and 
ceiling murals make each space feel like the seat of royalty.
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THE OLD AXIOM, ‘BEAUTY STARTS FROM WITHIN’, IS A FACT. WHAT WE FEED OUR BODY HAS A DIRECT EFFECT ON 
OUR SKIN AND EATING A WHOLESOME DIET FULL OF GOOD FATS, ANTIOXIDANTS, VITAMIN C, COLLAGEN AND AMINO 
ACIDS CAN PROVE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A FRESH, GLOWING COMPLEXION AND A TIRED, PUFFY, WRINKLED ONE. 

HERE ARE SOME OF THE SUPERFOODS PACKED WITH GOODNESS THAT CAN FEED YOUR SKIN WITH A GLOW-UP.

# AVOCADOS
Known for its Omega 9 and healthy fats, the 
avocado is famously great for skin. Rich in poly- and 
monounsaturated fatty acids, this superfood helps the 
skin appear firm and dewy, regenerate damaged skin 
cells, and reduce redness and irritation. The Omega 
9’s essentially keep your epidural layer (the top layer 
of skin) moisturised, which results, in a noticeably 
hydrated and healthy-looking skin. Packed with 
antioxidant carotenoids, avocados fight against free 
radicals, one of the major culprits of damaged skin 
and ageing, but also help your skin maintain water 
content and elasticity.

# SALMON 
Salmon, an inherently oily fish means that it is rich in 
omega 3, another good fat that does wonders for the 
skin. So, load up on the salmon. Not only does these 
polyunsaturated fatty acids grant the body healthy 
fats, it also protects the skin from sun exposure, 
besides repairing  already damaged skin, keeping 
cell membranes healthy and hydrated, keeping 
toxins out and your skin looking supple and soft like 
a baby’s bottom. 

# BLUEBERRIES
Antioxidant-rich food are one of the most important 
aspects of maintaining beautiful skin, and eating 
blueberries is one of the easiest ways to get this. 
What antioxidants do is basically help fight and 
neutralise free radicals (one of skin’s evil nemesis), 
which are known to damage skin cells and collagen, 
causing wrinkles, dry skin and a slew of other ageing 
skin factors. These little berries are also filled with 
vitamin A, which helps normalise oil levels in your 

GLOW FROM WITHIN
Superfoods for Luminescent Skin

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
skin, and has a hand in clearing up acne-prone skin, 
naturally. 

# LEMON
The benefits of lemon goes beyond the skin, to 
nourishing the entire body. With regard to the skin, 
lemon works incredibly because it’s packed with 
vitamin C, which like the blueberries, help neutralise 
free radicals and aids the skin in generating collagen 
and elastin (which bind skin cells together, giving 
us firm, younger-looking skin), but it’s also one of 
the most alkalising foods available. You might be 
scratching your head thinking how can lemon be 
alkalising when it tastes incredibly acidic. Once this 
fruit is metabolised, the minerals in it help alkalise the 
blood and balance our bodies’ pH (which in most 
bodies is too acidic due to over consumption of things 
like coffee, alcohol and processed foods). When 
our bodies’ pH levels are out of balance, our skin 
becomes super sensitive, dry and irritation-prone. So, 
maintaining a good balance is key.

# TURMERIC
Used in the Indian household for centuries, turmeric 
is an anti-inflammatory agent which is great for skin. 
When the body is inflamed, it takes a rough toll on 
the skin such as leading to wrinkles and ageing in the 
long term while making skin look puffy and tired in 
the short term. Turmeric’s anti-inflammatory properties 
help fight off inflammation by either eating or drinking 
dried or fresh turmeric, keeping skin looking fresher 
and younger, while also relieving more detrimental 
inflammatory skin conditions such as eczema and 
rosacea.
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OUR HAIR IS OUR CROWNING GLORY. IT FRAMES OUR FACE, ELEVATES OUR LOOKS AND GIVES US A SENSE OF CONFIDENCE. 
IT’S ABSOLUTELY NORMAL FOR OUR MANE TO EXPERIENCE SHEDDING BECAUSE WE LOSE AN AVERAGE OF AROUND 80 

STRANDS A DAY. IF YOU BEGIN TO SHED SIGNIFICANTLY MORE THAN THAT OR YOU NOTICE THEY AREN'T GROWING BACK, 
WELL, THAT'S WHEN THINGS START TO GET A BIT HAIRY (SCARY). HAIR LOSS IS IN FACT A COMMON ISSUE EXPERIENCED 
BY WOMEN — MUCH MORE THAN PEOPLE REALISE. IN THIS ISSUE, WE HELP YOU BREAK DOWN THE POSSIBLE CAUSES OF 

HAIR LOSS. 

# HAIR LOSS TRIGGERS
• Hormonal imbalance
A hormonal imbalance can be attributed 
as the cause of various health and beauty 
issues, from adult acne to weight gain and 
hair loss. Hormones play an important role in 
regulating the hair growth cycle — oestrogens 
(female hormones) are ‘hair friendly’ and 
help to keep hairs in their growth phase for 
the optimal length of time while Androgens 
(male hormones) are not very hair friendly, 
and can shorten the hair growth cycle. Having 
more androgens (which could be caused by 
an endocrine disorder, such as Polycystic 
Ovarian Syndrome) can cause hair loss.

• Stress
It’s not a fallacy that stress can literally make 
you shed your hair. What it does is raise the 
androgen levels, which in turn causes hair 
loss. Stress can also be the trigger of scalp 
problems such as dandruff, disrupt eating 
habits and mess with the digestive system — 
all of which negatively impacts the hair.

• Anemia (Iron deficiency)
One of the most common causes of hair loss in 
women is iron deficiency. Iron is an important 
component for producing hair cell protein and 
without it, your strands will suffer and fall. 
Consult your doctor on iron deficiency first, 
as he or she may recommend a blood test to 
confirm the correct treatment.

• Vitamin B12 Deficiency
Do you feel tired and lack energy? The cause 
of this is a deficiency in vitamin B12 and it 
can also take a toll on your hair. How does 
it cause hair loss? The lack of vitamin B12 

TEND TO YOUR TRESSES
Why is Your Hair Falling Out?

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

can affect the health of red blood cells, which 
carry oxygen to your tissues. This condition 
is common amongst vegans as the primary 
source of B12 is animal protein.

• Traction Alopecia
Traction alopecia is a variant of hair loss 
caused by repeatedly tugging at your hair, 
especially if you often wear your hair in a tight 
ponytail, bun or braids and use chemicals or 
heat on your hair. The pattern of hair loss 
mirrors where the hair is under the most strain 
and this is typically over the edges or hairline. 
Just make sure you’re going easy on your 
edges so they’re in it for the long haul.

• Dramatic Weight Loss
Believe it or not, a dramatic drop on the scales 
can impact your tresses negatively. After six 
to twelve weeks of dramatic weight loss, 
whether it be intentional or unintentional, hair 
commonly comes out in excess. While our hair 
is incredibly important to us psychologically, 
physiologically it is non-essential; we could 
survive without it with no detriment to our 
physical health. This means that any nutritional 
deficiency often first shows up in our hair. 

• Age
Age is another contributing factor to hair loss, 
especially if you’re going through or about to 
enter menopause. Changes in your body may 
also have an effect on your hair. Hair loss, 
unfortunately becomes more prevalent leading 
up to and after the menopause. That being 
said, it’s important to realise that our hair ages 
and as we get older, hair naturally gets finer. 
It’s a totally normal part of the ageing process.

# HAIR GROWTH CYCLE
Before diving into the possible reasons 
why we’re losing hair, it’s first important 
to understand the hair growth cycle. Each 
hair follicle on our scalp undergoes three 
stages of a life cycle and this continues 
repeatedly throughout our lifetime. Each 
hair follicle is cycling independently of 
neighbouring follicles, meaning that 
human hair growth is synchronised.

Anagen  – This is when the growth spurt 
happens or the active growing phase. It 
can last two to seven years during which 
the hair becomes longer and thicker.

Catagen – After going through anagen, the 
hair follicle experiences a short transitional 
phase dubbed catagen. This is when the 
hair fibre stops growing, followed by 
the resting phase telogen which lasts for 
approximately three months.

Telogen –  During telogen, the old hair 
is gradually pushed up towards the skin 
surface before it is then shed naturally and 
replaced with a new emerging anagen 
hair.
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GET IN SHAPE AT HOME

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Youtube Fitness Channels You Need to Follow

Research has shown that a good way to boost the immune and metabolic system is through 
exercise. In addition, it proves beneficial for our mental health, allowing us a respite from the 
uncertainty that we face. So while we’re still indoors protecting ourselves and others, another 

safeguard against the Covid-19 pandemic is to get moving and work up a sweat through exercise. 
Leave it to these YouTube instructors to whip you into shape!

# BLOGILATES

Award-winning instructor, 
personality and creator of 
Blogilates with over 500 million 
video views and four million 
subscribers, Cassey Ho offers 
you pilates lovers effective and 
most importantly, free exercise 
videos. You can either target 
specific muscle groups or compile 
the videos to make a full-body 
workout. Cassey and her bright 
personality makes the workouts 
fun and motivates you to give it 
your all.

# GROWINGANNANAS

Austrian fitness YouTuber and 
athlete Anna is who you want to 
follow to grow stronger mentally 
and physically. Always beaming 
with positivity and happiness, 
Anna empowers people to lead 
a healthy lifestyle through her 
Youtube workout videos. Primarily 
dabbling in high-intensity interval 
training workouts (HIIT), Anna’s 
workout videos include killer 
workouts such as the use of 
resistance bands and dumbbells, 
as well as lower impact workouts 
that are friendlier on the knees, all 
while targeting various segments 
of the body. For the uninitiated, 
we suggest starting with her low-
impact workouts but pay heed 
because it can be intense, so get 
ready to be huffing and puffing. 

# MADFIT

With a bubbly personality and 
instructive play by play, MadFit, 
helmed by Maddie Lymburner is 
the best series of fitness videos 
for the busy metropolitans. With 
a myriad of videos that target 
specific parts of the body you 
want to work on, her videos only 
take 30 minutes at most. She also 
has a 20-minute apartment-friendly 
full body HIIT workout that is low 
on impact and doesn’t require 
jumping, equipment or repetition.

# JOANNA SOH

Joanna Soh and her contagious 
enthusiasm brings a personal 
trainer session to your home 
via her fun workout videos. This 
popular certified personal trainer 
and women’s fitness specialist 
curates kickass circuits that easily 
burn approximately 400+ calories 
per session and turn up the notch 
with strength challenges that call 
for 1,000 squats and lunges, and 
more. Your body is going to be on 
fire from following her videos, in 
the best of ways and you will feel 
thoroughly accomplished. 

# CHLOE TING

If you follow Chloe Ting on 
Instagram, you’re probably 
familiar with and have perhaps 
tried her free comprehensive 
YouTube fitness programs, which 
she dubs as ‘challenges’. The 
latest that she launched was 
the Four Weeks Summer Shred 
Challenge which targets the whole 
body — perfect for weight loss. 
A full library of existing programs 
is available for viewing on her 
website. Chloe’s videos strike an 
ideal balance of informative and 
engaging option. It’s easily done 
at home and all you need is a 
yoga mat for joint support. While 
you have probably seen most 
moves somewhere or rather, Ting 
brilliantly combines and packages 
them in a digestible, doable way.

# ALO YOGA

There’s nothing like a good 
stretch, one that only a good Yoga 
session can give. We have the 
ideal YouTube channel for you to 
follow — alo Yoga. Known for 
its apparel brand that shares the 
same moniker, alo Yoga provides 
the best, zen workout videos. 
Seek inner peace through their 
functional flow or the seven days 
of gratitude. Fear not, they’re not 
selling you anything except for 
flexibility and peace.  
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You may associate essential oils with fancy spas but these have gained popularity over the years 
for their myriad of benefits, especially to treat stress and anxiety. Essential oils are truly saving 
graces during this time, aiding one’s mental wellbeing and easing the stress that has seen a rise 

throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. These naturally-derived oils work through inhalation or 
through topical application and have mind-body benefits. For inhalation, essential oils can be 

easily used as a room spray or via diffuser or a few drops on a pendant worn close to skin also 
allows for a slow release over time. For topical application, you can add the essential oils to a 
carrier oil and use it as perfume, massage oil, cream or salve. Adding an essential oil to your 

bath is a wonderful way to relax at the end of a busy day.  

# LAVENDER
One of the best-known essential oils in aromatherapy, 
lavender oil is prized for its calming effects on the 
body and mind, hence lessening the onset of anxiety. 
It contains linalool, which has a sedative effect, 
relaxes the muscles, lowers blood pressure, increases 
circulation and lowers the cortisol in our bloodstream 
— all things that we are looking for to help us deal 
with stress.

# BERGAMOT
The seductive and signature aroma that comes with 
Earl Grey tea is actually owed to bergamot and 
this essential oil is widely used in aromatherapy. It’s 
sourced from the peel of a citrus fruit known as Citrus 
bergamia, and is known to reduce your stress. While 
research on the effects of bergamot essential oil is 
fairly limited, some studies show that the oil may help 
reduce stress and promote relaxation. When using 
bergamot essential oil for stress relief, the oil should 
be combined with a carrier oil (such as jojoba, sweet 
almond or avocado) before being applied sparingly to 
the skin or added to a bath.

# LEMONGRASS
One of the staple scents in a spa is lemongrass and 
it’s used for good reason. In a study published in the 
Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine, 
subjects who inhaled three to six drops of the fragrance 
showed a reduction in their anxiety and tension levels 
immediately.

# CLARY SAGE
If you get sick of lavender, clary sage is a great 
alternative. It’s a muscle relaxant and has a really 
potent effect on the hormonal system, which would be 
highly effective for people whose lives are ruled by 
taxing hormonal shifts in their body. Think anything 
from menstruation and pregnancy to other hormonal 

disorders. In fact, clary sage oil could reduce cortisol 
levels by up to 36 per cent and has an antidepressant-
like effect, according to a study published in the Journal 
of Phytotherapy Research. 

# VETIVER
Vetiver is an oil from a grassy vetiver plant that’s 
native to India. It’s regarded as a base note, which 
essentially means that it has a very low evaporation 
cycle, so you can put it on your body and it will still be 
evaporating two days later. The fact that it sticks with 
you for so long could be good for those who know 
they’re going to be in a drawn-out stressful situation. 
Base notes tend to slow you down, calm you and make 
you feel grounded. Medically speaking, it relaxes your 
diaphragm, loosens your muscles, helps you focus, 
which is basically the opposite of what anxiety does.

# BITTER ORANGE
The bitter orange tree yields three different essential 
oils — oil that comes from the fruit; petitgrain, which 
is extracted from the leaf; and neroli, which comes 
from the flower. These three essential oils are great for 
alleviating anxiety and stress, as well as promoting 
good sleep. One study done by researchers from 
Mei University in Japan found that people who 
inhaled orange fragrance were able to reduce the 
antidepressants they took, and the orange oil returned 
their endocrine and immune systems to normal levels.

#  YLANG YLANG
Ylang ylang is extracted from the Indonesian Cananga 
tree. It has several benefits proven by scientific 
research, such as alleviating anxiety and lowering 
blood pressure in some people. Anecdotal evidence 
indicates that it’s calming effect may also make it 
beneficial for relaxation and for conditions such as 
headache.

Source: WebMD 

FEEL THE FRAGRANCE
Essential Oils for Anxiety and Stress Relief

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
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TRENGGANU STREET, CHINATOWN
Ong Kim Seng was barely 17 when he started his Sunday 
plein air painting sessions with some of Singapore’s pioneer 
artists in 1962. They included the late Lim Cheng Hoe, Chen 
Chong Swee and Ong Chye Cho. They usually spent the 
day painting in the city area, including on the banks of the 
old Singapore River, where landmarks such as Raffles City, 
Marina Bay Sands and Shenton Way’s business district had 
yet to exist. This perhaps explains the artist’s fascination with 
the scenes in Singapore. Trengganu Street was described 
as “the Piccadilly of Chinese Singapore” in the past. In 
Hokkien, the street is called “the cross street of Kreta Ayer”. 
Kreta Ayer is a reference to the Chinatown area and the 
crossing of streets refers to Smith Street and Sago Street. 
Later, the Chinese referred to Trengganu Street in Cantonese 
as “theatre side street”, a reference to the well-known 
Chinese theatre, Hei Yuen Kai or Lai Chun Yuen, on Smith 
Street. Today, Trengganu Street has been converted into a 
pedestrian mall and is part of the bustling festive bazaar in 
Chinatown. 

 
According to Kim Seng, Trengganu Street, where he ate 
Wantan noodles, was the same place that he would whip 
out his brush and canvas to paint. “The girl manning the 
stall there would always clear a place for me to paint,” said 
the artist. “Trengganu Street even till today is the centre of 
Chinatown Centre. This is the busiest street in the whole of 
Chinatown. For a plein air painter like me, there is always 
a difference at any time of day, be it colour or composition. 
Each time the atmosphere is different. Even till today when all 
the rustic stalls are gone I still like to stroll around the place 
in search of an angle to paint.” Pairing Kim Seng’s artistic 
prowess and his niche of manipulating light in his works, 
viewers are brought back to the simple days of yesteryear, 
evoking nostalgia and memories for Singaporeans who have 
been to the place. Having grown up in Singapore, the artist 
has witnessed the changing Singapore cityscape as the 
country develops and prospers by painting the scenes in the 
city continually for the past few decades. 

SCENES OF SINGAPORE

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The abundantly awarded watercolourist, Ong Kim Seng 
has spent over 30 years capturing Singapore’s vibrant 
city on canvas, spanning its river and quaint town — 

Chinatown to be specific. The artist, whose paintings include 
Singapore River, Heritage Shophouses, Chinatown and more, 
regularly grace the walls of KL Lifestyle Art Space and featured 

ONG KIM SENG

in its auctions, are much sought after by art connoisseurs. 
His “naturalistic impressionist” style has been important in 
capturing Singapore’s old spirit, as Kim Seng believes in 
painting scenes that require little re-composition in order to 
maintain factual accuracy, so that he can ultimately focus on 
the details that people may soon forget. 

Terengganu Street off Chinatown
Watercolour on paper
35.5 x 52 cm

Market Scene - Junction of Terengganu Street and Temple Street, Singapore, 1979
Watercolour on paper
36.2 x 53.3 cm
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HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
The Singaporean artist came from humble beginnings, a 
kampung in Tiong Bahru, Singapore and has been a full-
time artist since 1985. He has participated in both group 
and solo exhibitions in Singapore and around the world 
including, the United States, China, United Kingdom, 
Japan, Australia, Belgium, Germany, France, the Middle 
East, Taiwan, Hong Kong and ASEAN countries.
 
This watercolourist studied at Radin Mas Primary School 
in 1959 and later at Pasir Panjang Secondary School. 
Ong had an innate interest in art since he was young, 
but his mother had envisioned him having an office job, 
being either a clerk or teacher as it was a ludicrous 
thought for her son to become an artist. Not paying heed 
to his mother’s dissatisfaction with his interest, Ong began 
experimenting with painting, beginning with pastels and 

oil and moving onto watercolour painting earnestly in 
1960. It was during this period that he became a regular 
participant in a painting group at the Singapore River led 
by artist, writer and lecturer, Chia Wai Hon.
 
In 1962, Ong left school to join an advertising agency 
where he worked as a bill collector. He left the agency 
after four years and found his next job as a policeman 
at the British Naval Base in Sembawang. He lost his 
job in 1971 when the British withdrew their troops from 
Singapore. He subsequently worked as a welder at 
Pulau Bukom, a line technician at an electronics firm, 
National Semiconductor, and then as an audio-visual/
graphic technician at the Colombo Plan Staff College for 
Technician Education.

 
ACCOLADES
This talented artist has garnered many accolades, 
including being the first and only Singaporean to have 
won six awards from the prestigious 138-year-old 
American Watercolor Society (AWS), of which he was 
conferred membership in 1992. He is also the only Asian 
artist outside the US to be admitted into AWS. Ong’s 
collectors include Queen Elizabeth II of England, Prime 
Minister of the People’s Republic of China,  Secretary-
General of the United Nations, President of the Republic 
of Korea, Prime Minister of Thailand, President of the 
Philippines; Prime Minister of Japan, Prime Minister 
of India; the Governor of Hokkaido, Singapore Arts 
Museum Singapore, Maritime Museum, Agung Rai 
Museum and Neka Museum in Bali, Indonesia, and 
Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, foreign missions 
and embassies. 

Temple Street in the Morning, 1980
Watercolour on paper
36.5 x 53 cm

Terengganu Street on Rest Day, 1980
Watercolour on paper
50 x 71 cm

 
ONG’S ARTISTIC STYLE
Ong Kim Seng’s style is described as being naturalist-cum-
impressionistic and a combination of post-impressionist 
colour and outlook of the American realist masters. He 
paints en plein air and has stated that in order for him 
to paint a place, he has to feel it first. “I believe that 
inspiration comes naturally when there’s a link between 
the artist and his subject,” said Ong. The subjects of his 
works revolve around inanimate objects, architectural 
forms, masonry, foliage and landscapes. He seems to 
have a way of materialising exactly what he sees on 
canvas, capturing the complexities and minute details of 
the buildings and the realistic play of light and shadow. 
Ong’s exemplary use of watercolour and the balance 
between subject and space truly make his work a gem. 
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VIBRANT AND VIVACIOUS

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

DATO SHARIFAH FATIMAH

TThere’s much exuberance and vibrance emitted by Datuk 
Sharifah Fatimah’s works. Born in Alor Setar in 1948, 
Sharifah Fatimah is an important second-generation artist 

alongside Latiff Mohidin, Datuk Ibrahim Hussein, Datuk Syed 
Ahmad Jamal and Dr Choong Kam Kow. Her love affair with 
nature started at the tender age of five, which became a revolving 
theme in most of her artworks. 

Armed with a tolerance for mud, dirt and mosquitoes, the young 
Sharifah Fatimah, allured by flora and fauna, climbed trees and 
collected flowers from a hill close to her home. The intricate 
patterns of leaves intrigued her as much as the formation of pretty 
rocks chiselled by the rapid waters of the river. Heeding the call 
of nature, the artist preferred pressing freshly-picked flowers as a 
bookmark while other children were engrossed in batu seremban 
and congkak. That was her idea of fun.

HER EDUCATION
Sharifah Fatimah pursued an education in fine arts at the Mara 
Institute of Technology (now UiTM), under the tutelage of Dr Jolly 
Koh and Dr Choong Kam Kow. Thereafter, she continued her 
education for the Bachelor of Fine Arts at Reading University in 
England from 1973 to 1976, followed by a master’s degree in 
Fine Arts at Pratt Institute in New York from 1976 to 1978, under 
the John D. Rockefeller III Fund fellowship. She became a full-time 
artist in 1973 and continued to collect a string of achievements.

HER MUSES
Besides the wondrous and continuous muse that is nature, Sharifah 
Fatimah also found inspiration through many artists that she met 
throughout her career, such as National Art Laureate Datuk Syed 
Ahmad Jamal and her closest peer, German fine graphic artist 
Ilse Noor. Her travels and the serendipitous encounter with things 
off the beaten track and new experiences invigorated the artist. 
She has always sought out the quiet romance of Europe and 
revelled in its vibrant energy which she would translate onto 
canvas. 

Sharifah’s favourite city in Europe is undoubtedly Paris because 
she appreciated its way of life and the lack of segregation 
there. Then there is the fact that European art is constantly 
improving because artists there have a great attitude towards 
art. Meanwhile, her favourite foreign artists include romanticist 
landscape expert Joseph Mallord, William Turner and Russian 

for her contributions to visual arts and received the Women of 
Excellence Award Malaysia for outstanding achievements in Arts, 
Culture and Entertainment in 2014. Sharifah Fatimah’s first official 
solo exhibition was at Singapore’s Alpha Gallery in 1972, while 
her last major exhibition, ‘Song of Eucalyptus’ was at the Sugars 
Art Centre in Kuala Lumpur, from Sept 5 to Oct 31, 2017.

HER ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER AND EXPERIENCE
The artist took on a museum management course at the University 
of London in 1987 to diversify her skills. Sharifah Fatimah forayed 
into this realm while holding the position of curator-coordinator 
at the National Art Gallery Kuala Lumpur (National Visual Arts 
Gallery now) from 1982 to 1990. During her stint at the gallery, 
she curated Ibrahim Hussein’s exhibition, ‘A Retrospective’. This 
however, diverted her from her destiny — art. She followed her 
passion, bid adieu to the office profession to become a full-time 
artist and art consultant. She went on to become a writer, delegate, 
judge, external examiner and curator in numerous high-profile 
exhibitions at home and abroad.

The paintings of Sharifah Fatimah and her stature were formidably 
established when the pieces were hung on the hallowed walls 
of renowned institutions and museums including the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York; Jordan National Art Gallery of Fine Arts; 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Croatia; Sharjah Art Museum, 
United Arab Emirates; and Singapore Art Museum. The artist’s 
fervour for the craft and hard work was given due recognition 
in 2013 when the National Art Gallery held an exhibition in her 
honour entitled, ‘Pancawarna Karya Pilihan 1990-2012 Selected 
Artworks’, illustrating 100 works from five of her main series, 
namely Touch the Earth (1992-1996), Mindscape (1991-1993), 
Joy is the Theme (1997-2003), Garden of the Heart (2005-2011) 
and Celebration (2010-2012).

EARLY MASTERPIECES
Sharifah Fatimah’s early works are masterpieces in their own right, 
displaying her artistic prowess early on. Her mastery of the craft is 
evident in works like ‘Untitled 24 x 21cm, created circa 1975 and 
‘Greenscape’, produced in 1987. These early works are coveted 
by aficionados and are rather rare. As aforementioned, Sharifah 
Fatimah, who has always marched to the beat of her own her 
drum was very clear of her path in life. After graduating from 
UiTM, she enrolled in a course in fine arts at Reading University 
in England in 1973 and graduated with first class honours. It 
was during this period when Sharifah Fatimah produced the 
above-mentioned works. It served as an art exchange between 
herself and German artist and her lecturer, Peter Kalkhoff. The 
‘Greenscape’ was executed in the her usual loud-on-loud with 
contrasting colours, featuring daring streaks. It resonates vibrancy, 
liveliness and vivacity. The artist was prolifically producing 
paintings during her studies abroad and her talent was recognised 
when Sharifah Fatimah’s etching was donated to the Museum of 
Modern Art (MoMA) by the then president of the Museum, Mrs 
Blanchette Rockefeller lll. As a young adult, she was actively 

involved in international art exchanges, organising art exhibitions 
of Malaysian artworks abroad in her capacity as a curator at the 
National Art Gallery, Kuala Lumpur (1982 to 1989) and later as 
an art consultant.

HER ARTWORKS
Sharifah Fatimah’s works exhibit contagious energy. As she 
relishes in various inspirations, she brilliantly puts it across her 
paintings. She exhibits the true matters of the heart, mind and 
soul, how the thought processes are never muted and never 
silent, always showing their garish colours deep within. As an 
artist that frequently uses her thoughts, emotions and feelings as 
substance for her abstract work, her artworks usually turn out to 
be a motley of aesthetic mayhem. Such as the matters of the heart 
and mind, it is never clear, rarely uncluttered and most definitely 
not immaculate. “We live our true lives in the depths of our hearts, 
not in the superficial masks of personality which we show to the 
world,” said Sharifah Fatimah.

Each piece concocted by the artist varies in terms of aesthetics, 
but shares a similar foundation that resonates vibrancy, liveliness 
and vivacity. It is executed in her typical exaggerated, loud and 
contrasting colours, featuring daring streaks, blocks and lines to 
beautifully frame the bold-coloured fragments and shapes. The 
differing elements and hues in her pieces are discourses between 
man and nature, representing the elements that make up flora and 
fauna, her eternal muse. Not one to shy away from colours, the 
artist’s works are often described as lyrically symbolic featuring a 
myriad of colours.

Greenscape, 1987
Acrylic on canvas
102 x 106 cm

Untitled, Circa 1975
Acrylic on paper
24 x 21 cm

painter Wassily Kandinsky. Through travel and visits to Sharifah 
Fatimah’s ancestral home and Islamic countries such as Iraq, 
Jordan, Indonesia, Yemen, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain in the 
earlier 2000’s, it birthed the bold ‘Garden of the Heart’ exhibition 
— an awe-striking departure from her usual niche expressions — 
featuring readymade textiles, embroidery, gold foil transfers and 
appliqué techniques.

HER ACCOLADES
Sharifah Fatimah has numerous awards under her belt, including 
the Minor Award in the Malaysian Landscape competition (1972), 
Major Award in the Young Contemporary Artists (1981), Major 
Award in the Salon Malaysia (1979), and 3rd Prize in the Islamic 
World Biennial in Tehran, Iran (2003). She was conferred Datukship 
by the Sultan of Kedah in 2006 — the first woman to be awarded 
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River Cafe

PAHANG
Mangala Resort & Spa
The charming story of Mangala Resort and Spa begins 
with a barren land. The land that this resort now sits on 
was historically used for tin mining from the 1930’s till late 
1970’s. It was subsequently used for sand mining activities 
from the late 1970’s till the 2000’s in which its produce was 
primarily supplied to the Kuantan port. Since then, it became 
a wasteland with hundreds of unsightly gullies, ponds and 
small lakes with hardly any vegetation. Then, Mangala Resort 
and Spa underwent a 15-year adventure of rejuvenation that 
transformed a desolate land to a paradise. Today, the beautiful 
villas are encompassed by a large expanse of palm plantation, 
exotic flowers, herb gardens, fruit trees, rehabilitated lakes and 
undisturbed wastelands. Mangala, defined as auspicious well-
being in Sanskrit embodied into this establishment’s concept 
and interior. As soon as one passes through the gates of this 
Eden, it unfolds to a beautiful passage enveloped by palm 
trees that eventually leads to the resort. This resort sits on a 
land that sprawls over 400 hectares of palm trees and land 
for a stay unlike any other. The resort boasts four varieties of 
villas, ranging from the Sara Villa to the latest addition, Amani 
Villa. Each villa embodies a character of its own, evident in 
its facilities and interior, yet adhering to the simple mission of 
offering the fatigued a sanctuary to recharge from the bustle 
of the city.

Mangala Resort & Spa, Lebuhraya Tun Razak, 26300, 
Kuantan, Pahang.

BY AGNES AUI AND HIRANMAYII AWLI 

CHASING WANDERLUST
Hotel Recommendations for Your Post-MCO Getaway

Mangala Resort and Spa Jacuzzi

Sembayu Villa

KEDAH
Four Seasons Resort Langkawi
Paradise can be found within Malaysia, at the Four Seasons 
Resort Langkawi. Enveloped by tropical rainforest, limestone 
cliffs and the emerald waters of the Andaman Sea, the natural 
beauty here is as picturesque as it is serene. This beautiful 
resort is characterised by sun-drenched days, a sandy beach, 
clear blue waters and ubiquitous tropical palms. Punctuated 
by luxurious villas and offering top-notch service, Four 
Seasons Resort Langkawi offers an experience unlike any 
other, for lovebirds as well as families alike. A resplendent 
Moroccan theme is seen throughout the resort, interweaved 
with local architecture. Towering trees with large foliage and 
vibrant native blooms shade the walkways, creating a tranquil 
scene. Surpassing the luxury travel standard, the resort sets 
itself above the rest with personalised service, 1.8 kilometres 
of white sand, private beach, private exploration of the 
mangrove forest, unobstructed views of the Andaman Sea and 
ancient sea stacks unique to the location.

Four Seasons Resort Langkawi, Jalan Tanjung Rhu,
07000 Langkawi, Kedah.

Room

Tanjong Jara Resort Private Beach

Tanjung Jara Resort and Spa

NEGERI SEMBILAN
Sembayu Villa
Sembayu Villa, nestled at 357 metres above sea level, 
overlooks the beautiful Berembun virgin forest of Seremban. 
Located on Pantai Hill and at a height above the rest, this villa 
provides a majestic view like no other. Rooms are designed 
with an industrial-inspired theme that speaks to a fusion of 
modernity in the wild. Overlooking Seremban’s natural forest 
reserve at its best, the rooms have spectacular views to behold. 
With a range of 15 different rooms, Sembayu Villa ensures the 
options are aplenty. Each one of the rooms comes with remote 
controlled air-conditioning and features a comfortable bed(s), 
an en-suite bathroom, a vanity unit and a TV. All rooms have 
unique Malay names influenced by the different types of trees 
and plants found in the local woodland, giving a deeper insight 
into the multifaceted variety of the Malaysian rainforest.

Sembayu Villa, Pantai Hill, Lot 3164, Kolam Air Pantai, 
Kampung Baru Pantai, 71770 Seremban, Negeri Sembilan.

TERENGGANU
Tanjung Jara Resort
Cradled by the turquoise waters of the South China Sea and 
idyllic, verdant backdrop, Tanjong Jara Resort is a sanctuary 
of traditional luxury and well-being steeped in age-old Malay 
traditions. The Malay architecture trope of 17th century palaces 
is revealed as soon as you enter its gateways and continues 
as you are swept through its sprawled, tree-fringed grounds. 
Centred around the concept of sucimurni which emphasises 
purity of spirit, health and well-being, this secluded hideaway 
encourages true rejuvenation. Hushed pathways lead from 
the lobby to the accommodations, restaurants, spa and other 
facilities. If you tread the grounds further and follow the call 
of crashing waves, you will find yourself a sweeping view of 
the emerald ocean, as far as the eyes can see. Furnished in 
local timber and rich fabrics, each of Tanjong Jara Resort’s 
rooms commands a view of the South China Sea or the resort’s 
tropical landscaped gardens. Warm hues and wooden panels 
bedeck the interior of the rooms. Expect plush bedding, a 
day bed to relax on, a large open en-suite bathroom with an 
oversized bathtub, separate shower and two vanity units, and 
an outdoor verandah to soak in the scene.

Tanjung Jara Resort, Batu 8, Off Jalan Dungun, 
23000 Kuala Dungun, Terengganu.

Langkawi Beach
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River Cafe

JOHOR
Anantara Desaru Coast Resort & Villas
There’s no better place to soothe a frazzled urban soul than at 
the poolside or beach of the Anantara Desaru Coast Resort & 
Villas. Nestled within Desaru Coast, the sprawled out, low-rise, 
idyllic resort is surrounded by lush tropical gardens and framed 
by the blue waters of the South China Sea. The renowned 
Thai Anantara brand’s maiden voyage to Malaysia offers 108 
rooms, villas and residences. The design emanates warmth, 
interspersed with the Anantara identity and local culture. In a 
typical warm Asian welcome, a gong is sounded upon arrival 
and guests are ushered in towards the lobby where it beams 
with an enthralling view of the ocean and the property. Take 
your pick of stylish and sumptuous accommodations, from the 
Premier Room and Deluxe Sea View Room to a One-Bedroom 
Villa and Three-Bedroom Beach Residence — each bedecked 
in warm hues and stylish designs. The Premier Room and 
Deluxe Rooms are sleek, both flowing out onto sun-dappled 
private balconies for fresh breezes and lazy afternoons of 
people watching. 

Anantara Desaru Coast Resort & Villas, Persiaran Pantai, 
Desaru Coast, 81930 Bandar Penawar, Johor.

Anantara Desaru Coast Exterior

One Bedroom Villa room

Shangri-La Golden Sands, Penang

Room

PENANG
Shangri-La Golden Sands, Penang
The Shangri-La Golden Sands Resort Penang, is one of 
Penang’s grand dames of hotels, perched proudly on Batu 
Ferringhi Beach. The established resort allures with its family-
friendly appeal, the sea as its backyard and its multifaceted 
recreational activities which include, a water sports centre, 
three tennis courts, a Par-3 Executive Golf Course, a spa and 
beauty centre as well as two lagoon-shaped swimming pools. 
The 387 guest rooms are given a tropical sprucing of wooden 
carved panels with sea-kelp designs and embellished with an 
Asian touch. Clean lines and calming shades of the room are 
sympathetic to its picturesque surroundings. Travelling with a 
Full House-like family doesn’t prove a challenge for Golden 
Sands Resort, seeing as it boasts ‘family combo’ units of two 
interconnecting rooms that can easily accommodate up to six 
persons. Kids can have a wonderful time at the Splash Zone, 
where two water slides, complete with a landing pool and 
a splash pad with a tipping water bucket, water cannons, 
a rainbow sprayer, a butterfly and turtle sprayer and a floor 
water jet await. Carefully designed with safety in mind, the 
splash area has an anti-slip surface that allows children to 
interact easily with new friends without the fear of getting hurt.

Golden Sands Resort, Penang, Batu Ferringhi Beach, 
11100 Penang.

PERAK
The Banjaran Hotsprings Retreat
This is by far one of our favourite forest resorts. This hidden 
gem nestled in the Sunway City of Ipoh offers garden and 
water villas, cradled by palaeozoic limestone hills, a restaurant 
in a well-preserved cave, exquisite greens, and geothermal 
hot springs that flows to the Jacuzzi in your villa. This resort 
is perfect for a much needed getaway for couples who seek 
rejuvenation. There are two distinct villas to choose from, 
the Garden Villa and the Water Villa. Each of the Garden 
villa is cleverly hidden behind a veil of lush tropical foliage 
while the Water villa is perched over the tranquil waterways, 
leading guests closer to complete relaxation. The heart of The 
Banjaran experience is its spa and wellness centre. Bask in the 
simple pleasures in life with The Banjaran Spa and Wellness 
range of other treatments inclusive of facials, body treatments, 
Personalised Fitness Programmes and Retreat Programmes. The 
Spa and Wellness Centre is sui generis for its holistic nature 
to wellness by incorporating meals, exercise as well as spa 
and wellness treatments. Another allure of this incredible hot 
springs retreat is the experience of embarking on a culinary 
adventure in the ethereal cave chamber of the Jeff’s Cellar. Be 
prepared to be wowed. 

The Majestic Malacca, 188 Jalan Bunga Raya,
75100 Melaka.The Banjaran Hotsprings Jeff Cellar

The Majestic Malacca Deluxe Room

MELAKA
The Majestic Malacca
Steeped in history, culture and age-old traditions, The Majestic 
Malacca stands deeply rooted in the heart of Melaka, bearing 
witness to its colourful history since its erection in 1929. Upon 
entering the hotel’s regal doors, one is instantly transported 
to the bygone era of the 20’s. Naturally, the interior of this 
former mansion is a tribute to its storied past – complete with 
tiled flooring and teakwood fittings. Rooms at The Majestic 
Malacca are lavish, with a confluence of contemporary luxury 
and tradition. Timber floors and teak wood take precedence, 
while subtle lighting, beige-washed walls and elegant furniture 
create a peaceful haven you don’t want to leave. Guests are 
escorted to their rooms by attendees and are welcomed the 
Peranakan way – tea served in a vibrant, antique Peranakan 
teapot. When it comes to the modern trimmings you want from 
a hotel, it delivers. The spa, the rooms, the outdoor pool and 
fitness centre and the service are all proof that The Majestic 
Malacca doesn’t rest on its 20th century laurels.

The Majestic Malacca, 188 Jalan Bunga Raya, 
75100 Melaka.
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FRESCA MEXICAN KITCHEN AND BAR
Fresca @ Avenue-K, G9 & G9A, 

Ground Floor, Avenue K,
Jalan Ampang 50450 Kuala Lumpur. 

MANGIARE 21
Mangiare 21, 21, Lorong Kurau, 
Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299 

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama, 
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388

4, Jln Delima,kl

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

                Jasons Food Hall 
is a favourite with shoppers, as it 
offers an extensive range of fresh and 
international food brands.  
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2117 3111

Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Tel: 03-2786 9333

10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-6211 7877

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Centre 03-2148 8744

03-2782 3875

KL’s Best Bar

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest 
urban hub where life and creativity are 
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to 
indulge your retail desires, cater to your 
entertainment needs and satisfy your 
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort. 
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting 
experiences and a trend setting venue 
where shoppers can relax and treat 
yourself to a good time. With over 60 
exciting dining options including Fresca 
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum, 
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi 
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle, 
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there 
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s 
heaven.  • 10am to 10pm

IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 & 
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower 
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502 
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor. 
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall, 
located within IOI Resort City, is the 
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It 
is easily accessible via major highways 
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq. 
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy 
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes 
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local 
and international dining experiences.  • 
10am to 10pm

MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen 
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur, 
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us 
easily by bypass or take a ride on the 
MRT to the Cochrane underground 
MRT station. The blend of fashion 
forward retail, amazing amenities, 
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN 
the premier shopping destination in the 
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than 
just shopping… It’s an experience for 
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara 
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid 
façade and natural setting, The Starling 
is a space where nature is immersed 
into urban retail environment to create 
a unique space for togetherness in 
harmony with nature. 

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton 
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel  
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining

FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G, 
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail  
50250 Kuala Lumpur  • Pork-free 
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese 
Cuisine

Yun House 
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place, 
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit 
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan 
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490 
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur 
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang 
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur. • Dim Sim  • Casual Dining

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850  • Starhill Gallery 181, 
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala 
Lumpur  •  Dim Sum  • Tea House
•  Casual Dining

Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000  •  65, Jalan Ampang, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur  •  Intercontinental 
Hotel Kuala Lumpur  •  Oriental Cuisine
•  Casual Dining

Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100 
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to 
be the leading destination in KL South 
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo 
futuristic façade and contemporary 
interior. Built with connectivity in mind, 
the mall is easily accessible through 
major roads and highways and is 
well-serviced by public transportation 
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm

The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a 
preferred destination for when you want 
to take a break from your busy life and 
reconnect with nature. It is a place full 
of such possibilities. Room for nature. 
Room for coming together. Room for 
celebration. Space to grow. Space to 
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm

Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450  
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an 
elegant showcase spanning over six 
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique 
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in 
seamless accessibility with your every 
convenience within comfort’s reach. 
Take your time to explore the collection 
of carefully curated brands uniquely 
housed amidst wide spaces, marble 
halls, and comfortable lounge areas. 
Strategically located in the Golden 
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall 
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic 
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan 
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining 
• Pork-free

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East 
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan 
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000 
Kuala Lumpur. •  Casual Dining
• Halal

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln 
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free  • Casual Dining

Open House
03-2162 0888  • G48 Suria KLCC, 
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur  
• Malaysian  • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian 
Restaurant
010-288 2654  • 19, Lorong Kurau, 
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar 
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal  • Casual Dining

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819  • Level 41 at Alila 
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng, 
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free  •  Fine Dining

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54, 
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan 
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000 
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL 
• Pork-free  •  Casual Dining

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330  • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan, 
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala 
Lumpur  • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara, 
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara, 
50490 Kuala Lumpur  • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang 
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas, 
 Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030
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Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888  .  Four Seasons Place, 
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chi-
nese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining) 
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four 
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill

W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888  .No. 121, Jalan 
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur 
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese 
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining) 
.Woobar (Bar)

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang

03-2382 8888

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar 
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails & 
Snacks)    From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill, 
Palmz Lounge (Wn) .  From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234    Jalan Pinang
   KLCC    JP Teres (Malaysian), 
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the of-
ficial residence of Malaysia’s king since 
Nov 11, 2011.  Influenced by both Is-
lamic and traditional Malay architecture, 
this unique structure is the latest addition 
to the country’s architectural wonders.

Raja Chulan

03-2020 5499 03-2267 1111

Makana Restaurant

03-20201708

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green 
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6 
Restaurant (Int’l) . From470+

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300  .  Jalan 1 Taman 
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084  .  Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC  .  Fine Dining

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022  .  9, Jalan Delima,  
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur .  Casual Dining

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783  .  124A, Jalan Kasah, 
Medan Damansara .  Casual Dining

Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592  .  102 (First Floor), 
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Da-
mansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor .  Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663  .  The Gardens,  
Mid Valley City .  Casual Dining

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111  .  Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral .  From RM850

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688  .  6, Jalan Damanlela, 
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur 
.  From RM330-RM820  . www.sofitel-
kualalumpur-damansara.com

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000  .  Jalan Bulan Off  
Jalan Bukit Bintang  
.  www.capitol.com.my

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388  .  Ilham Tower, 8, Jln 
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur .  Trace Restaurant & Bar .  
From RM343 . www.marriott.com 

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor 
. www.sunwayhotels.com 
. The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran 
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala 
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my 
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen 
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur 
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese 
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining) 
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar) 
. Iketeru (Japanese)

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888  . 7 Jalan Kia Peng, 
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery 
(Modern Malaysian) .  Santai Pool and 
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge 

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888  . Jalan Utara C, 
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor 
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petaling-
jaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (Interna-
tional) .  Miyabi (Japanese) .  Sala 
(Bar) .  Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

EQ 
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lum-
pur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon, 
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
.  The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge, 
Cherootz

Tao (chi)

03-2782 6000

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

www.ihg.com
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KL Lifestyle 
31 Jalan Utara, 

46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, 
Malaysia

Tel: +603 7932 0668
 Email: info@mediate.com.my

Craft Complex Craft Complex 
03- 2164 834403- 2164 8344
 Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •  Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. • 

Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik 
printing and pottery from the 13 states printing and pottery from the 13 states 
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily. 
• E9 FREE• E9 FREE

Telekom MuseumTelekom Museum
03-2031 996603-2031 9966
 Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan  Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan 

• Displays interesting exhibits of • Displays interesting exhibits of 
  telephones and evolution of their   telephones and evolution of their 
  designs over the years.   designs over the years. 
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays • Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays 
• E6 FREE• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad BuildingSultan Abdul Samad Building
 Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan  Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan 

Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big 
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and Ben of KL, this historical landmark and 
heritage building is well known for its heritage building is well known for its 
Moghul architecture dating back to Moghul architecture dating back to 
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial 
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme 
Court. • E5Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers PETRONAS Twin Towers 
03- 2615 818803- 2615 8188

 KLCC • KL City Centre • The  KLCC • KL City Centre • The 
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at 
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL 
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped 
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is 
open to visitors between 9am-7pm open to visitors between 9am-7pm 
daily, closed on Monday • D8daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2274 6542

03-2089 3400

MUSEUMS

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children  
3 to 12 years old3 to 12 years old

03-2267 1111

03-2331 7007

03-2094 1222

03-9200 0039

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118

Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,  
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000 
Tel: 03-2718 1118

District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

CONTACT:

TO
ADVERTISE

IN
THIS

SPACE

BARATHAN AMUTHAN

P H O T O G RA P H E R

+60 12-244 6797
 IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

9am-6pm   F4

          Entry Mykad Holder 
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General 
Admission -  RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-6200 1000
03-7967 3936

03-7957 4341

03-2092 7070

03-6187 8786

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

Flight Training
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Heineken Marketing Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. Company No. 196501000156 (5971-D) 
Sungei Way Brewery, Lot 1135, Batu 9, Jalan Klang Lama, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Strongbow Magazine FPFC Ad
Size: 275(H) X 210(W) mm     Text Area: 245(H) X 180(W) mm     Bleed: 285(H) X 220(W) mm

9 MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG
MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

10 Dalam
pembinaan
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK
KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Stesen Pertukaran

Interchange Station

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*

Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

*

*

Penumpang digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n 
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa 
menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih 
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin 
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah 
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang 
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu  
 automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)  
 yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.  

Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n  Go (for Rapid KL rail 
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy 
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange 
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other 
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika 
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas

NOTA :

Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan. 

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.
Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from 
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
 

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda. For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :-
 

KAJANG

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka

(Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah)

Kajang 2

Ecocity 

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark
COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

GEMAS

TERMINAL
SKYPARK

10

10

Setia
Jaya

SUBANG
JAYA

2 1

2

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

(Akan Datang  COMING SOON)

Kampung
Selamat

SUNGAI BULOH

Kwasa
Damansara

Kota
Damansara

Surian

Mutiara
Damansara

CHAN
SOW LIN

TTDI

Bandar
Utama

Phileo
Damansara

Pusat Bandar
   Damansara

Muzium
Negara

Merdeka

Semantan

Kwasa
Sentral

Cochrane

Bukit Bintang

Taman
Pertama
Taman
Midah
Taman
Mutiara
Taman
Connaught
Taman
Suntex
Sri Raya
Bandar Tun
Hussein
Onn

Tun Razak
Exchange (TRX)

9

9

PUTRA HEIGHTS

SUNWAY-SETIA JAYA 

Kerinchi

Lembah
Subang

Ara
Damansara

4

Batu 11
Cheras

Bukit
Dukung
Sungai
Jernih

Stadium
Kajang

Glenmarie

B1
B1

B1



Therapy from the comfort of your home

Like and follow our facebook page 
themindconsultant.my

Contact us now: 
themindconsultant.com

The Mind Consultant - a brand compromising professionals in the mental helth field provide easy, specifically-tailored 
online counselling service. Seek online counsellinng from the comfort of your home today.
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